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TO THINE OWN SELF BE TRUE? INCENTIVE PROBLEMS IN PERSONALIZED LAW

JORDAN M. BARRY,* JOHN WILLIAM HATFIELD**, & SCOTT DUKE KOMINERS***

ABSTRACT

Recent years have seen an explosion of scholarship on “personalized law.” Commentators foresee a world in which regulators armed with big data and machine learning techniques determine the optimal legal rule for every regulated party, then instantaneously disseminate their decisions via smartphones and other “smart”
devices. They envision a legal utopia in which every fact pattern is assigned society’s preferred legal treatment in real time.

But regulation is a dynamic process; regulated parties react to law. They change their behavior to pursue their preferred outcomes—which often diverge from society’s—and they will continue to do so under personalized law: They will provide regulators with incomplete or inaccurate information. They will attempt to manipulate the algorithms underlying personalized laws by taking actions intended to disguise their true characteristics. Personalized law can also (unintentionally) encourage regulated parties to act in socially undesirable ways, a phenomenon known as moral hazard.

Moreover, regulators seeking to combat these dynamics will face significant constraints. Regulators will have imperfect information, both because of privacy concerns and because regulated parties and intermediaries will muddle regulators’ data. They may lack the authority or the political will to respond to regulated parties’ behavior. The transparency requirements of a democratic society may hinder their ability to thwart gamesmanship. Concerns about unintended consequences may further lower regulators’ willingness to personalize law.

Taken together, these dynamics will limit personalized law’s ability to optimally match facts to legal outcomes. Personalized law may be a step forward, but it will not produce the utopian outcomes that some envision.
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INTRODUCTION

Imagine a new technology that lets us measure each individual’s health perfectly, immediately, and at no cost. Such a technology would have tremendous potential value; it would enable society to allocate and distribute medical care in the best possible way. We could perfectly take into account how sick people are, what benefits they stand to gain from treatment, and any other factors society deems relevant when deciding what medical care everyone should receive and when they should receive it. We could update our medical care distribution plan in response to new developments—for example, if someone suddenly takes a turn for the worse, we could move her up the queue and treat her earlier. Our new technology would let us maximize the potential gains from medical care in a way that simply was not possible before its invention.¹

This vision sounds utopian. And all is well in utopia—until Bob, who has a bad liver, realizes that he can move his way up the liver transplant queue by drinking a bottle of champagne and making his liver worse. This self-destructive behavior may help Bob if moving up the queue advantages Bob more than becoming sicker hurts him. Meanwhile, Bob’s actions make everyone else in the queue unambiguously worse off. The Bobs of the world can wreak havoc on our carefully designed healthcare system—and make care more expensive to provide, as beneficiaries become sicker than they otherwise would be. Thus, paradoxically, precisely targeting benefits can sometimes produce worse outcomes than allocating them in a simpler, more straightforward way (for example, first come, first served).²

The utopian care queue that drove Bob to drink exemplifies “personalized law.” Personalized law is a rapidly growing phenomenon in legal thought, the subject of a bevy of articles³ and even a


². For example, if liver patients receive care sequentially based on the dates on which they request care, Bob would have no incentive to aggravate his condition.

³. See, e.g., Miriam H. Baer, Evaluating the Consequences of Calibrated Sentencing: A Response to Professor Kolber, 109 COLUM. L. REV. SIDEBAR 11, 12 (2009); Omri Ben-Shahar
symposium in the *Chicago Law Review*. The basic idea underlying personalized law is that regulators can use sophisticated analytical techniques, large amounts of data, and powerful computers to draw exacting distinctions between similar (but not identical) circumstances and assign them different legal outcomes. Individualized decision rules can be instantaneously distributed to regulated parties via smartphones, smart cars, and other “smart” devices. Thus, the law can weigh all the important facts, instantly analyze what actions should be permitted, and tell us the results in a clear, easy-to-understand way: personalized law “will provide ex ante behavioral prescriptions finely tailored to every possible scenario,” thereby achieving “all of the benefits of both rules and standards without the costs of either.” At the same time, it will “mitigate economic and legal inequality” and provide “ultimate transparency.” Scholars have asserted that personalized law “will only increase” over time; indeed, they have repeatedly dubbed it “the wave of the future.”


5. See Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1402-04, 1410, 1414.
6. See id. at 1431-32.
7. Id. at 1403.
The personalization revolution is already well under way in business. Companies now have unprecedented levels of information about their customers, including where they go, what they view online, what they purchase, and whom they communicate with. They use this information to finely tailor their services and products to customers’ individual preferences. Many of the new economy’s biggest successes—Google, Amazon, Facebook, Uber, and others—are built on using this kind of information to provide consumers with exactly what they want.

But there are important differences between matching consumers to products and matching facts to legal outcomes. In particular, customers want to be directed to their preferred products, so they generally do not resist such personalization efforts. But in many circumstances, the legal outcome that policymakers prefer will not be the outcome that the regulated party desires. Accordingly, regulated parties may react to personalized laws in ways that—from the perspective of policymakers—are undesirable. These responses by regulated parties can limit the effectiveness of personalization efforts, or even thwart them outright.

Businesses have already encountered these dynamics when personalization is against customers’ interests. For instance, companies have often attempted to use big data to engage in price discrimination. If Uber can tell how much individual consumers are willing to pay for rides, it can offer lower prices to people who

12. See, e.g., Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1424-25, 1445.
14. Id. at 225-26, 231.
15. Id. at 225, 231; see Orly Lobel, The Law of the Platform, 101 Minn. L. Rev. 87, 94, 96-99, 102 (2016). Many old economy firms have also made aggressive use of the same techniques to bolster their businesses, including Target, Proctor & Gamble, and many others. Charles Duhigg, How Companies Learn Your Secrets, N.Y. Times Mag. (Feb. 16, 2012), https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html [https://perma.cc/9FPN-KXU7].
are strongly price-sensitive and higher prices to those who are not. This means that consumers have powerful incentives to convince Uber that they are very price-sensitive—even if they are not—so that Uber will offer them lower prices. For example, consumers could signal price sensitivity to Uber’s algorithm by checking prices on their usual routes and then declining to request a ride. Amazon and other retailers have also tried similar price discrimination strategies and seen similar responses. These consumer responses have made it harder for companies to tell who is truly price sensitive and thus have limited the efficacy of personalized pricing strategies.

The potential of personalized law is likewise bounded. Regulated parties will react to personalized laws by changing their behavior; they will alter or disguise their circumstances in order to improve their regulatory treatment. They will respond to a given regulatory regime in unanticipated and undesirable ways; in some instances, personalized law may produce affirmatively worse outcomes than a depersonalized legal regime. These behaviors will constrain the law’s ability to draw fine distinctions between circumstances—in other words, how personalized the law can actually be in practice—and therefore its ability to achieve optimal outcomes.

---


19. Id.

20. Id.


22. See Kominers, supra note 18.


25. To our knowledge, this is the first paper on personalized law to address these issues in depth. Porat and Strahilevitz consider the possibility of strategic responses, but they rely explicitly on the fact that they are only discussing the use of personalized law to create default rules, not binding legal rules. They note that “expanding personalization beyond waivable default would magnify the problem” of strategic behavior that we discuss here and that “the strategic behavior problem would be substantially magnified in a world where most terms were nonnegotiable.” Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1455-56; see also Casey & Niblett,
More precisely, we should expect rational actors to change their behavior whenever they have an incentive to do so. Thus, a personalized legal regime that perfectly matches circumstances to legal outcomes will only function as designed if none of the parties that it governs has an incentive to change its behavior. In economics terms, the personalized legal regime must be “incentive compatible.”

It is exceedingly difficult to make personalized law incentive-compatible. That difficulty is further compounded by several significant constraints on regulators’ ability to personalize law and to respond to perceived gamesmanship by regulated parties.

The first such constraint is informational. Yes, new technologies make it easier to gather and analyze data; however, that does not mean that regulators will have all of the information that they might want. For instance, regulators may be prohibited from collecting or considering certain types of information due to privacy or other concerns. Even when regulators have data, regulated parties may intentionally muddle it as a means of thwarting regulators’ efforts.

Regulators’ behavior is also constrained by the scope of their authority. Certain types of perceived misbehavior may fall outside of a regulator's prescribed jurisdiction. Regulators may have limited ways of penalizing misconduct. And even when regulators have all the legal authority they need, they may lack the political


\[\text{26. See, e.g., ANDREU MAS-COLELL, MICHAEL D. WHINSTON & JERRY R. GREEN, MICROECONOMIC THEORY 493 (1995).} \]

\[\text{27. See infra Part III.B.} \]

\[\text{28. See infra Part III.C.} \]

\[\text{29. See infra Part III.A.} \]

\[\text{30. See infra Part III.C.} \]

\[\text{31. See, e.g., Loving v. IRS, 742 F.3d 1013, 1015 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (holding that the IRS lacked authority to regulate tax-return preparers); Bus. Roundtable v. SEC, 905 F.2d 406, 407 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (holding that the SEC lacked authority to prohibit securities exchanges from listing companies that engaged in transactions that disparately reduced the per-share voting rights of existing common stockholders); see also Lynne L. Dallas & Jordan M. Barry, Long-Term Shareholders and Time-Phased Voting, 40 DEL. J. CORP. L. 541, 595-96 (2016) (discussing the D.C. Circuit’s decision in Business Roundtable).} \]

\[\text{32. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 5000A(g)(2) (curtailing the enforcement options available to the IRS for enforcing the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act’s “individual mandate”).} \]
These issues feed into each other; for example, an aggressive regulator may trigger a political backlash that reduces its jurisdiction or its ability to impose penalties.

Democratic oversight requires that regulators maintain a certain amount of transparency, which creates additional complications. Transparency can serve as a tonic for concerns about a regulator’s power; at the same time, greater transparency may facilitate regulated parties’ attempts to manipulate personalized laws. All of these issues interact and overlap in complicated ways that will fluctuate over time. These dynamics may create substantial uncertainty for regulators regarding which actions will earn them plaudits and which will result in a political backlash. That concern will sit atop the uncertainty that regulators face regarding how regulated parties will react to personalized laws. These uncertainties will likely encourage regulators to be conservative in their efforts to personalize law and respond to gamesmanship.

These constraints on regulators, combined with regulated parties’ responses to personalized law, will reduce the law’s ability to optimally match circumstances to outcomes. We do not mean to be overly dour; personalized law will likely be a valuable tool in the regulatory tool kit, and it may represent a major step forward in policy making. But proponents of personalized law should curb their enthusiasm: the strictures of incentive compatibility will generally prevent personalized law from producing the utopian outcomes that some envision. Personalized law may be “the future of law”, that does not make it a panacea.

This Article proceeds as follows. Part I begins with the relevant background on personalized law. Part II explains how personalized law will lead to personalized avoidance responses in the form of false elicitation, false signaling, and moral hazard and illustrates these phenomena through a combination of both stylized and real-world examples. Part III turns to the problems that real-world regulators will face ex ante when shaping the law to deal with these

33. See infra Part III.C.
34. See infra Part III.D.
35. See infra Part III.E.
36. See infra Part III.E.
37. See infra Part III.E.
38. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1402.
anticipated avoidance problems and when responding to perceived misbehavior ex post. This analysis draws upon private actors’ experiences implementing personalized regimes. We then summarize our conclusions.

I. PERSONALIZED LAW

Laws vary in how much they incorporate specific circumstances. At one end of the spectrum are blunt, one-size-fits-all rules, such as a speed limit that everyone must obey. At the other end of the spectrum are laws that calibrate outcomes based on the facts and circumstances in each case. For example, in the speeding context, some western states used to permit drivers to travel at any speed that was “reasonable and proper” under the circumstances. Most laws fall somewhere in between these extremes; for instance, some states impose varying speed limits for different kinds of motor vehicles or for nighttime versus daytime driving.

It is easy to see the appeal of more tailored laws, which can better match circumstances to legal results. As Professors Anthony Casey and Anthony Niblett noted, “The idea that the law should be tailored to better fit the relevant context to which it applies is obvious and has been around as long as the idea of law itself.”

At the same time, more finely tailored laws raise their own issues. The two most common ways of making a law highly responsive to

39. We note that several other articles have used the speed limit example to illustrate the concept and implications of personalized law. See, e.g., id. at 1404; Verstein, supra note 9, at 564-65.

40. For example, until 1998, Montana had no speed limits on certain highways:
A person ... driving a vehicle ... on a public highway of this state shall drive ... in a careful and prudent manner and at a rate of speed no greater than is reasonable and proper ... taking into account the amount and character of traffic, condition of brakes, weight of vehicle, grade and width of highway, condition of surface, and freedom of obstruction to the view ahead. The person ... shall drive the vehicle so as not to unduly or unreasonably endanger the life, limb, property, or other rights of a person entitled to the use of the ... highway.


42. Casey & Niblett, supra note 25, at 333.
circumstances are to use a broad standard that can flexibly take into account a wide variety of facts and circumstances or to use multiple rules that prescribe different outcomes in different scenarios.43 Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages.44

Standards are flexible, but offer less certainty, which can make it difficult for people to know whether they are complying with the law.45 Sticking with the speed limit example, exactly what speed is “reasonable and proper” for a rural interstate on a dry and sunny day?46 When people cannot determine what the law actually is and whether particular conduct violates it, that raises deep concerns about the rule of law.47

Rules, by contrast, can provide certainty about whether specified conduct is legal or illegal.48 Theoretically, one can use a large number of (possibly complicated) rules to match any given set of circumstances to any desired legal outcome.49 In practice, complicated rules make it harder for people to understand what the law is and how to comply with it.50 Such laws can also be harder for the government to administer.51 Imagine a law that defines the speed limit at any given time using a seventeen-variable equation that


45. See, e.g., Kaplow, supra note 44, at 564, 577.

46. See State v. Stanko, 974 P.2d 1132, 1134-35 (Mont. 1998). The court overturned Stanko’s conviction for speeding and held that section 81-8-303 of the Montana Code Annotated was unconstitutionally vague. Id. at 1136.

47. See, e.g., Jeremy Waldron, The Rule of Law, STAN. ENCYC. PHIL. (June 22, 2016), https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/rule-of-law/ [https://perma.cc/MB9Q-MVYA]. Open-ended standards also give more discretion to government decisionmakers, who may then enforce laws on a discriminatory or corrupt basis. See Sunstein, supra note 44, at 1012.

48. See Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1412.

49. See id. at 1416-17.

50. See id. at 1412-13.

51. To be sure, there are other arguments against more finely tailored laws as well. See, e.g., Seana Valentine Shiffrin, Inducing Moral Deliberation: On the Occasional Virtues of Fog, 123 HARV. L. REV. 1214, 1217-20 (2010) (arguing that open-ended standards can deliver justice and fairness).
incorporates weather conditions, the quality of the car’s braking system, the time of day, the driver’s reaction times, the density of animals in the area, and other factors. Such a law could produce a speed limit that is well calibrated to the conditions present at any given moment. And, in theory, such a law would tell drivers exactly how fast they are allowed to drive. In practice, however, drivers would likely find the law impenetrably difficult to apply, and the result would be complexity without clarity.52

Recent technological developments suggest new ways for the law to calibrate outcomes to extremely specific circumstances while still providing citizens with clear, accessible legal guidance.53 The Internet of Things promises the ability to rapidly disseminate, process, and use information.54 At the same time, advances in data science have made it easier to gather large amounts of data and find patterns within it, allowing lawmakers to better understand the consequences of applying a given legal rule to particular circumstances.55

This is the heart of “personalized law”—optimizing legal rules to fit the specific circumstances of each regulated party in order to produce the best possible outcomes.56 Commentators envision a time when machines can make real-time decisions about whether certain types of behaviors are permissible and clearly communicate the answer in a way that people can understand.57 Consider again the hypothetical seventeen-variable speed limit, but now imagine that every car accesses all seventeen variables, performs the relevant calculations, and displays the resulting speed limit to the driver at all times. The speed limit is now perfectly clear and, from the driver’s perspective, simple.

52. There are other concerns as well. Drafting such rules is challenging for policymakers. In addition, complicated and interrelated rules frequently produce unexpected and undesired consequences. See, e.g., Jordan M. Barry, On Regulatory Arbitrage, 89 Tex. L. Rev. See Also 69, 73 (2011).

53. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1405 (stating that personalized law “provides the certainty of a rule and the calibration of a standard, with none of the decision costs associated with either”).

54. Id. at 1431-33.

55. See id. at 1424-26.

56. Id. passim.

57. See, e.g., id. at 1423-33.
Personalized law allows policymakers to carve up the universe of possible circumstances and assign clear, predictable legal outcomes in ways that have not been possible historically.\textsuperscript{58} It enables regulators “to choose very specific rules that are highly calibrated to legislative objectives without introducing compliance costs that would otherwise be associated with such complexity.”\textsuperscript{59} Without personalized law, the hypothetical seventeen-variable speed limit was effectively unavailable; with personalized law, it may be a tempting option.

To be sure, personalized law does not say what the “best” outcome is in a given situation.\textsuperscript{60} Lawmaking entails trade-offs between competing values, and reasonable people will disagree on how those trade-offs should be managed.\textsuperscript{61} Advancements in data science provide greater clarity on the nature of some of these trade-offs, but they do not resolve the underlying disagreements about values that lead different people to prefer particular trade-offs over others. Data science can provide insight on how raising the speed limit from 65 mph to 70 mph will affect traffic patterns, fuel consumption, and driver safety. However, it cannot tell you whether it is unfair to accord some people a higher speed limit than others.\textsuperscript{62} It cannot tell you how much weight to give shorter travel times compared to

\textsuperscript{58} See id. at 1422-23.

\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 1419.

\textsuperscript{60} Casey & Niblett, supra note 25, at 336 (“[P]ersonalization technology, for all its promise, cannot provide [law’s underlying] objective.”); Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1440 (“[L]awmakers of the future must be able to translate society’s values into programmable objectives for the machines. The task of identifying those values, it seems to us, will remain a human one.”).

\textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1437, 1439-40, 1442-43.

\textsuperscript{62} This question can be thornier than it might initially appear. Richer people will tend to have higher-quality cars with higher-quality brake systems and other safety features. If personalized law considers a car’s brakes or other safety features in determining how fast it should be allowed to travel, the wealthy will have higher effective speed limits on public roads than the poor. Many might find this objectionable. One could also imagine that drivers might be accorded a higher speed limit for engaging in (possibly unrelated) meritorious behavior—people who volunteer their time or eat healthy could get a higher-speed limit as a reward and inducement. This raises concerns about how closely we want human behavior to be regulated and the potential perils of attaching too many consequences to a regulator’s determination of merit. See, e.g., Shiffrin, supra note 51, at 1228, 1238; Alexandra Ma, China Has Started Ranking Citizens with a Creepy ‘Social Credit’ System—Here’s What You Can Do Wrong, and the Embarrassing, Demeaning Ways They Can Punish You, BUS. INSIDER (Oct. 29, 2018, 12:06 PM), https://www.businessinsider.com/china-social-credit-system-punishments-and-rewards-explained-2018-4 [https://perma.cc/DZ43-FA6V].
reduced automotive fatalities. 63 It cannot even tell you whether shorter travel times are a good thing. 64

Thus, personalized law is not a new way of resolving long-standing debates about what our values should be. By contrast, the potential of personalized law is that it can enable society to achieve outcomes that it previously could not; it transforms a seventeen-variable speed limit into a legitimately viable option. Accordingly, throughout this Article, we will generally put aside the question of what legal outcomes society should prefer in different situations or how society should make that decision. 65 Instead, we will generally take society's ranking of possible outcomes as a given and will consider how close society can get to its preferred outcome under a system of personalized law. This is a vital inquiry: gaps between society's goals and its legal prescriptions damage millions of people; conversely, a better fit between social goals and the law could dramatically improve millions of lives.

To see the transformative potential of personalized law, imagine that a new diagnostic machine (the "Medical Machine") appears in doctors' offices. 66 The Medical Machine takes into account relevant facts about Medicare patients—their medical history, test results, symptoms, and so on—as well as all published medical scholarship. It then uses this information to determine which medical procedures should be available to each Medicare patient. 67 The Medical Machine makes superior decisions, does so rapidly, and communicates them to the doctor in an easy-to-understand way. The Medical Machine is so accurate that a doctor who fails to offer its prescribed treatments to the patient, or who offers a course of treatment that

64. For example, a hypothetical society might want to discourage driving—perhaps to reduce pollution, to increase density and reduce sprawl, or to encourage people to get more exercise by walking or biking. It might therefore prefer that car trips take longer as a way of raising the time cost of driving, thus discouraging it.
66. Cf. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1412-16 (discussing a similar example).
67. We assume that patients still get to choose whether they want a particular procedure that is available to them.
is not recommended, exposes herself to liability for malpractice.\footnote{Cf. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1405 ("[F]ailure to use the technology will become a per se violation of a legal standard.").} Moreover, the government will not pay for any treatment the Medical Machine does not recommend, on the grounds that the costs exceed the benefits. The Medical Machine would have effectively replaced all of the rules and standards that currently govern medical malpractice and Medicare benefits with a system of personalized law.\footnote{One could similarly imagine that the Medical Machine would be programmed with the coverage information contained within private insurance contracts or that private insurance contracts would base coverage decisions on the Medical Machine’s determinations as well. Thus, the Medical Machine might subsume additional areas of health law. Cf. id. at 1446-47 (describing how technological revolutions can impact “all spheres of law”).}

It is easy to see the theoretical advantages of such a system. Unlike our current system, the Medical Machine always produces clear answers as to what the doctor should do. Moreover, those answers can be as finely tailored as one might want: The only entity that must understand the rules assigning medical care is the Medical Machine. No specific individual—neither the doctor, nor the patient, nor even a court reviewing what the doctor did—needs to understand the underlying process that determines medical care. That process can therefore be as complicated, and outcomes can be as personalized, as policymakers desire.

Some commentators have suggested that personalized law will indeed be able to match almost all factual circumstances to the best possible legal outcomes.\footnote{See Brett Frischmann, Algorithm and Blues: The Tyranny of the Coming Smart-Tech Utopia, SCI. AM. BLOG NETWORK (July 30, 2018), https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/algorithm-and-blues-the-tyranny-of-the-coming-smart-tech-utopia/ [https://perma.cc/G7ZN-KX9F] (“These claims [about personalized law] are rooted deeply in a smart-tech utopian vision that builds from prior techno-utopian visions ... as well as from economic-utopian visions.... Smart-tech utopianism is driving social and technological progress in the 21st century, yet it seems doomed to end in tyranny.”); cf. Lloyd Hitoishi Mayer, The Promises and Perils of Using Big Data to Regulate Nonprofits, 94 WASH. L. REV. 1281, 1281 (2019) (“For the optimist, government use of ‘Big Data’ involves the careful collection of information from numerous sources.... [And] expert analysis of those data to reveal previously undiscovered patterns ... [, which] revolutionizes the regulation of criminal behavior, education, health care, and many other areas.”); Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1422 (“The ills of personalization, it turns out, may be countered by even more personalization.”).}

For example, Professors Casey and Niblett, who have become prominent scholars of personalized law, have stated that personalized law will cover “all possible contexts”
via “a vast catalog of legal rules—each of which is tailored to best achieve the objective in a specific scenario.”

Personalized laws “will be highly calibrated to policy objectives with no chance of judges introducing bias or incompetence.” These “laws will automatically and rapidly adapt to the circumstances, optimizing according to the objective of the law.” They will “be able to take into account” laws’ effects across many dimensions and design the legal regime that produces “a global optimum,” as defined by policymakers. Casey and Niblett worry that personalized law’s purportedly near-perfect power to tailor legal outcomes to factual scenarios will be so alluring that it will override any and all countervailing concerns about the technology:

One might think that if the ... concerns [raised by personalized law] are great enough, lawmakers will reject the move to [personalized law]. We do not see this happening. The growth of predictive technology is robust. The lure of accuracy (“getting things right”) and the regulated actors’ desire for certainty are powerful forces that will dominate political and legal debates.

Some other scholars have taken a similarly rosy view of the future of personalized law. Professor Cass Sunstein has dubbed it “the wave of the future,” and several other prominent scholars have predicted that personalized law “will only increase” over time. By moving decisions from inscrutable human judgment to objective algorithms and calculations, personalized law will provide “ultimate transparency.” In addition, personalized law will “mitigate[e] ... economic and legal inequality.” In the views of some

71. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1411-12. But cf. id. at 1410 (“[T]he calibration [of personalized law] need not be perfect, it only needs to be better than the calibration associated with the alternatives of legislated rules and adjudicated standards.”).
72. Id. at 1410.
73. Id. at 1437.
74. Id. at 1437-38.
75. Id. at 1445. Casey and Niblett worry that, as a result, “[t]he more nuanced considerations” that they discuss in their work will “be sidelined.” Id.
76. Sunstein, supra note 3, at 57.
77. Devins et al., supra note 3, at 368; see also Kaeseberg, supra note 10, at 235.
78. Verstein, supra note 9, at 567.
commentators, even “[t]he ills of personalization ... may be countered by even more personalization.”

Yet even in the idealized world of our Medical Machine, there are limits on how well society can match factual circumstances to legal outcomes. Governance—by public or private parties—is a dynamic process: policymakers issue rules, and regulated parties change their behavior in response. Personalizing law does not eliminate that core dynamic; to the contrary, it will likely intensify it. Thus, gamesmanship by regulated parties will impose limits on personalized law. That is the focus of this Article, to which we now turn.

II. INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO PERSONALIZED LAW

Consider again our hypothetical Medical Machine. In a world in which people simply accept its decisions, a carefully programmed Medical Machine could produce socially optimal results: Policymakers could encode any desired decision-making rule into the Medical Machine. The healthcare system, guided by the Medical Machine, would then supply each patient with the exact medical care that society deems appropriate.

In practice, people have strong incentives to alter their treatment under the Medical Machine. These incentives underlie three broad classes of problems that have been well explored in the economics literature: elicitation, signaling, and moral hazard. We consider each in turn.

A. Elicitation

To tailor responses to different circumstances, one must ascertain what those circumstances are. One way to do this is to simply ask people to identify their characteristics. Self-identification can

---

80. Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1422.
82. See infra Part II.
83. One might argue that the rise of big data has made this information gathering strategy somewhat less important. However, much of the “big data” that companies use now, and that regulations would presumably use in the future, is self-reported data. For example, consider COMPAS, a widely used software program that uses a wide range of data to predict
work well when a characteristic is both easily verifiable and positively associated with outcomes.

For example, if an employer wants to hire students with high grades, it is sufficient to allow students to provide their transcripts. Students with high grades will happily do so\(^\text{84}\). These students wish to make themselves appear as attractive to employers as possible. They know that employers value high grades and want employers to know that they possess them. Similarly, if the government wants to provide tax credits to taxpayers with minor children, such taxpayers will be happy to identify themselves, as they reap a direct monetary benefit from doing so\(^\text{85}\).

Voluntary disclosures can work in certain applications of the Medical Machine as well. For example, if asked, people might be willing to share whether a particular disease runs in their family, if doing so enables the Medical Machine to make more accurate diagnoses. Similarly, asking patients whether they would like to receive medications that are unpleasant to ingest and only offer benefits if a patient is truly sick—such as chemotherapy drugs or syrup of ipecac—is likely to elicit an honest response.

But in many cases, patients will have incentives to misreport their circumstances. One way in which this could arise is with respect to health conditions that, if present, will reduce the level of care that a patient will receive now. For example, there is a chronic criminal defendants' likelihood of committing crimes in the future. COMPAS relies, in part, on defendants' responses to survey questions. See, e.g., Julia Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu & Lauren Kirchner, *Machine Bias*, PROPUBLICA (May 23, 2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing [https://perma.cc/CXN8-272F] (listing a number of such questions, including: “Was one of your parents ever sent to jail or prison?”, “How many of your friends/acquaintances are taking drugs illegally?”, “How often did you get in fights while at school?”, “[Does] a hungry person have a right to steal?” and “If people make you angry or lose your temper, can you be dangerous?”).

\(^{84}\) The dynamics may be such that the market unravels and all students disclose. For example, if only the top 10 percent of students disclose their grades, rational employers will assume that a nondisclosing student is in the middle of the nondisclosing group. A student near the top GPA of the nondisclosing group (for example, at the 80th percentile) will thus find it in her interest to disclose. As additional relatively high-performing students disclose, the average GPA of the nondisclosing students drops. This encourages the highest-performing remaining nondisclosers to disclose, repeating the cycle. Ultimately, all students may be forced to disclose their grades, lest employers infer that their grades are worse than they actually are. But for purposes of this example, it suffices that students with high grades disclose.

\(^{85}\) See I.R.C. § 24.
shortage of kidneys available for transplant in the United States.86
Thousands of people on the waiting list for kidneys die each year, waiting for one to become available.87 In an attempt to mitigate the human cost of this shortage, assume that policymakers program the Medical Machine to consider potential kidney recipients’ expected post-transplant longevity when allocating kidneys. Knowing this, a candidate for a transplant might not disclose a family history of any serious illness—diabetes, lung cancer, Huntington’s disease—that might reduce her chances of receiving a kidney transplant now. This would limit the information available to the Medical Machine, reducing its ability to distinguish between circumstances.

One might protest that this example is unrealistic because the Medical Machine would have other ways of getting that information. Perhaps it could access the medical files of a patient’s parents or other relatives to directly check the incidence of disease in the family.88

However, there are other types of information that cannot be gleaned in this manner. For instance, it is difficult for an outside observer to tell whether a soft-tissue injury is painful.89 Of course, the patient will know, but because patients who are not in pain may still desire medications (such as oxycodone, morphine, or fentanyl), relying on patients’ assertions alone is problematic.90

---


88. Alternatively, perhaps the Medical Machine could glean the required information from the patient’s DNA, assuming it is available to the machine.

89. See, e.g., Ephrat Livni, How Do You Prove Soft Tissue Injury?, FINDLAW (May 25, 2016, 6:59 AM), https://blogs.findlaw.com/injured/2016/05/how-do-you-prove-soft-tissue-injury.html [https://perma.cc/9AKN-ZZKL] (“Soft tissue injuries are like feelings—they’re real and they hurt but they can be invisible and not everyone believes in them. For these reasons, proving this kind of injury can be difficult.”).

Similar concerns about how accurately individuals report their circumstances arise in many other contexts. Consider securities law, which distinguishes between investors who are deemed to be sophisticated enough to fend for themselves ("accredited investors") and those who require more protection. To simplify, companies are allowed to sell certain securities to accredited investors that they are not allowed to sell to other members of the public. In January 2020, the SEC issued a proposed rule that would expand the definition of accredited investor. In doing so, it specifically called for comment on whether individuals should be able to qualify as accredited investors simply by "self-certify[ing] that they have the requisite financial sophistication.

However, simply asking an investor whether he is sophisticated, or whether he appreciates the risks of an investment, is unlikely to elicit truthful and accurate responses. First, people who know that they are not sophisticated have incentives to falsely report that they are: would-be investors want to purchase the securities in question, and disclosing their lack of sophistication would prevent them from doing so.

Second, many people may incorrectly believe that they are sophisticated investors. Robert Citron, the former treasurer of Orange County, provides a famous example. He invested the county’s funds in derivatives with risks that he did not fully understand. It is not uncommon for individuals to overestimate their financial sophistication and underestimate the risks of an investment.

—

94. Id. at 2584.
95. Cf. BETHANY MCLEAN & JOE NOCERA, ALL THE DEVILS ARE HERE: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF THE FINANCIAL CRISIS 111-18 (2010) (describing how investors with regulatory incentives to hold investments with high credit ratings engaged in “rating shopping” to pressure ratings agencies to rate assets they wanted to buy more highly).
96. See generally Justin Kruger & David Dunning, Unskilled and Unaware of It: How Difficulties in Recognizing One’s Own Incompetence Lead to Inflated Self-Assessments, 77 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. 1121 (1999).
When warned (repeatedly) that he was taking on great risks, he argued that critics simply did not understand the county’s investment strategy. His bets paid off for years before luck turned against him and the county, resulting in the largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. history to that point.

Testimony later revealed how out of his depth Citron was. Witnesses “testified that Citron, the ‘financial wizard,’ had only seventh-grade-level math ability and performed so poorly on tests that he ‘bordered on brain damaged.’” There was also testimony “that he suffered from a form of dementia and often relied on a mail-order astrologer and a psychic for his interest rate forecasts.”

B. Signaling

Another way of identifying individuals’ characteristics is to infer them from their behaviors. This inferential method looms particularly large in current thinking around personalized law. The basic logic is that examining regulated parties’ behavior can give regulators a more accurate picture than directly elicited answers provide. This argument has some force; it is one thing to
claim you are politically engaged and another to keep your television tuned to C-SPAN for two hours a day.\textsuperscript{107}

But here, too, regulated parties’ responses to personalized law create problems. The same incentives that motivate people to falsely report their characteristics will also motivate them to change their behavior in order to disguise their true characteristics.

In economics, taking costly actions in order to convince others that you possess certain characteristics is known as “signaling.”\textsuperscript{108} Under a system of personalized law, regulated parties will have tremendous incentives to send signals—including false ones—to improve their regulatory treatment.

The false signaling problem is not new to personalized law; whenever the law gives different treatment to different groups, members of one group may try to disguise themselves as the other. However, personalized law can exacerbate this problem. The premise and promise of personalized law is that it can create more varied outcomes based on finer distinctions across people and scenarios.\textsuperscript{109} This means that the range of available legal rules is larger, and hence the potential benefits of false signals are larger too. And because fine changes in perceived individual characteristics can produce different legal rules is larger, the potential payoff from a small shift in how an individual is perceived is likely to be larger as well.\textsuperscript{110}

Returning to our Medical Machine example, suppose that there are two types of artificial joints for knee and hip replacements, Acme and Beta. Assume that Acme joints function better than Beta joints but that they are also more expensive. Suppose that the

\begin{flushright}
about their preferences.
\textsuperscript{107} Cf. Porat & Strahilevitz, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1437-38 (discussing how private firms often have greater confidence in big data based on purchasing behavior rather than on survey data, on the ground that the subjects of the data are less likely to manipulate the former).
\textsuperscript{108} Mas-Colell et al., \textit{supra} note 26, at 450-51.
\textsuperscript{109} Casey & Niblett, \textit{supra} note 25, at 335 (“As technologies ... reduce the costs of discovering and communicating the relevant personal context for a law to achieve its purpose, the goal of a well-tailored, accurate, and highly contextualized law is becoming more achievable. And that is the 'new' personalization of law.”).
\textsuperscript{110} However, it may be more difficult (or costly) to send a false signal under a personalized legal system than a depersonalized one (for example, a technologically advanced implementation of personalized law might be better at detecting false signals). Thus, a shift from a depersonalized legal rule to a personalized one could either increase or decrease the amount and cost of false signaling overall, depending on the specific circumstances.
\end{flushright}
Medical Machine judges that the additional cost of an Acme joint is merited only for those patients with active lifestyles; avid joggers and hikers are eligible to receive Acme joints, while other patients are eligible only for Beta joints. Individuals experiencing joint pain may then try to create a data record suggesting that they love jogging and hiking—trekking up mountains and posting pictures on Facebook, buying a Fitbit and challenging their friends, jogging past the local hospital each morning—in order to qualify for the better and more expensive treatment.

These same dynamics apply in many other legal contexts as well. Students with certain disabilities are entitled to longer amounts of time to take tests, including standardized tests, college exams, and bar exams. But having more time to take

111. Doctors currently select among different joints based on patients’ anticipated activities post-replacement. See, e.g., Lesley Alderman, Getting a New Knee or Hip? Do It Right the First Time, N.Y.TIMES (July 2, 2010), https://www.nytimes.com/2010/07/03/health/03patient.html [https://perma.cc/A67V-SZAA]. The same concept extends easily to many possible medical interventions. For example, patients with joint problems might be eligible for costly surgery or less costly but less effective medications or physical therapies. Cf. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1412-16 (discussing the use of predictive technology in medical diagnoses).

112. They could also create false signals through fraud—for example, hiring someone to hike while wearing the patient’s Fitbit, or hacking into Fitbit’s database and changing their records. See Sean O’Toole, How to Cheat on Fitbit Convincingly, Spoiler: It Involves String., GROUPON (Dec. 27, 2018), https://www.groupon.com/articles/how-to-cheat-on-fitbit [https://perma.cc/GYC8-DVL6]; Jon Wiesner, Fitbit Users Are Finding Creative Ways to Cheat, FORTUNE (June 10, 2016, 1:40 PM), https://fortune.com/2016/06/10/fitbit-hack-cheat/ [https://perma.cc/2116, 2122 (West 2004) (making the filing of false claims for disability insurance, or helping others file such claims, a criminal offense punishable by fine or imprisonment).


116. See, e.g., Test Accommodations for the New York Bar Exam and the New York Law
tests is also beneficial to students without disabilities, and some students falsely present themselves as having a disability in order to secure extra time. In this context, false signaling can include spending time and money on medically unnecessary doctor’s visits, as well as changing one’s behavior during such visits to mislead doctors. Likewise, workers who become disabled are entitled to payments from the federal government. Some individuals falsely present themselves as disabled in order to collect these benefits. Similarly, sincerely held religious beliefs must be accommodated in


117. See, e.g., William D. Henderson, The LSAT, Law School Exams, and Meritocracy: The Surprising and Undertheorized Role of Test-Taking Speed, 82 TEX. L. REV. 975, 985 & nn.49-50 (2004) (collecting sources discussing “speediness” as a factor in the LSAT; that is, that the test is designed so that many test-takers do not finish each section).


school,\textsuperscript{122} in the workplace,\textsuperscript{123} or even in prison.\textsuperscript{124} Some people misrepresent their religious beliefs as a result.\textsuperscript{125} Other examples abound.\textsuperscript{126}

A personalized disability benefits regime might well do a better job of matching outcomes to facts than our current system does, and we note that the government has been making some modest moves in this direction.\textsuperscript{127} But so long as disability benefits are attractive to those without disabilities, there will be incentives to send false signals, and personalized law will not be able to catch them all.

More disturbingly, there are other arenas in which personalizing law may make outcomes affirmatively worse. For example, consider income taxes. One of the chief arguments for low tax rates is that taxes can distort economic behavior and create deadweight loss:\textsuperscript{128} Suppose people will pay fifty dollars for a piano lesson from Jane, and that Jane is willing to teach if she nets at least thirty-five dollars per lesson.\textsuperscript{129} If Jane is subject to a 40 percent tax on her

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{123} See, e.g., Davis v. Fort Bend County, 765 F.3d 480, 485-86 (5th Cir. 2014); Adeyeye v. Heartland Sweeteners, LLC, 721 F.3d 444, 448-49 (7th Cir. 2013).
\textsuperscript{124} See, e.g., Andreola v. Doyle, 260 F. App’x 935, 935 (7th Cir. 2008); Ford v. McGinnis, 352 F.3d 582, 588 (2d Cir. 2003).
\textsuperscript{129} Equivalently, her reservation price is thirty-five dollars. See Varian, supra note 128, at 4. For simplicity, we assume Jane has no direct costs, such as materials. The example can easily be modified to address such issues, however.
\end{footnotesize}
income, she will net only thirty dollars per lesson after taxes.\textsuperscript{130} Knowing this, she will not give lessons. This is bad for Jane and her would-be piano students, as they cannot complete a transaction that would make each of them better off. Crucially, it is also bad for the government; because Jane earns no income, the government collects no tax. Subjecting Jane to the 40 percent income tax has thus made everyone, including the government, worse off.

One could imagine a personalized tax regime that calibrates individuals’ tax rates based on how responsive their behavior is to taxation. If the law could determine Jane’s after-tax reservation price for giving piano lessons, it could subject her to a 20 percent tax rate instead of the 40 percent tax rate to which other taxpayers are subject.\textsuperscript{131} Jane would then give lessons for fifty dollars, keeping forty dollars for herself and paying ten dollars in taxes.\textsuperscript{132} Jane, her student, and the government would all be better off.\textsuperscript{133} One could extend this same idea beyond the income tax; estate taxes, gift taxes, sales taxes, payroll taxes, excise taxes, and property taxes all jump to mind.\textsuperscript{134}

However, such personalized tax laws would give taxpayers tremendous incentives to convince the government that they are

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{130} Jane is paid fifty dollars for teaching, then pays twenty dollars in taxes (40% × $50 = $20), leaving her with thirty dollars ($50 - $20 = $30).
  \item \textsuperscript{131} There are other arguments against doing this, such as horizontal equity-based arguments, and we will return to them in Part III.
  \item \textsuperscript{132} Any tax rate below 30 percent will also induce Jane to give piano lessons. From a social planner’s perspective, a 29 percent tax rate would likely be preferable to the 20 percent posited in the text, as it would raise more revenue and raise fewer horizontal equity concerns.
  \item \textsuperscript{133} Jane would be better off because she would receive forty dollars, which is more than her thirty-five dollar reservation price, leaving her with five dollars of surplus. Her student is better off because he gets piano lessons, which he values more than the fifty dollars he pays for them; previously, he did not receive lessons. The government is better off because it gets ten dollars of tax revenue; previously, it got zero. To the extent that the government cares about the welfare of Jane and her student, it benefits in that way as well.
\end{itemize}
extremely tax-sensitive, even if they are not. Taxpayers might falsely signal this by buying books on tax planning, buying tax-favored investments such as state and municipal bonds, joining anti-tax groups, or simply adjusting the amount they work as their tax rates change. To the extent that these efforts succeed at convincing the government to lower one’s tax rate, they move reality away from the optimal outcome contemplated by the personalized law system.

Even if the law consistently sees through false signals, false signaling behavior remains problematic. Signaling efforts are likely to be costly for the individual engaging in them and for society at large. Thus, encouraging such behavior is still a concern in and of itself. Society may well be better off under a system that lacks personalization.

For instance, in our income tax example, if Jane purposefully lowers her work efforts in an attempt to convey that she is sensitive to tax, that means Jane is turning down work that others are happy to pay for and that she is truly willing to perform, net of taxes.


136. See I.R.C. § 103(a) (exempting state and municipal bonds from gross income).

137. This essentially parallels companies’ price discrimination efforts and consumers’ responses. See infra Part III.A.

138. A sense that taxes are fair and that everyone pays taxes has been found to contribute to tax compliance. See, e.g., Marjorie E. Kornhauser, Normative and Cognitive Aspects of Tax Compliance: Literature Review and Recommendations for the IRS Regarding Individual Taxpayers, in 2 NATIONAL TAXPAYER ADVOCATE: 2007 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS 138, 149-50 (2007); Leandra Lederman, Does Enforcement Reduce Voluntary Tax Compliance?, 2018 BYU L. REV. 623, 653-54 (collecting sources about tax compliance); Yair Listokin & David M. Schizer, I Like to Pay Taxes: Taxpayer Support for Government Spending and the Efficiency of the Tax System, 66 TAX L. REV. 179, 185 (2013). To the extent that a personalized tax system undermines those perceptions, it could reduce tax compliance and thus revenue.

139. See, e.g., VARIAN, supra note 128, at 726-29.

140. See id. at 729.

141. See supra text accompanying notes 128-33. For example, suppose Jane’s reservation price for piano lessons is twenty dollars. In an effort to persuade the government that she is
Meanwhile, the government collects no tax revenue. Therefore, Jane, her would-be student, and the government are all harmed by Jane’s false signaling behavior. Similarly, recall our Medical Machine example, in which personalized law induced people—more specifically, people with joint pain who do not enjoy hiking—to drag themselves up mountains in an attempt to get higher-quality hip replacements. These activities are clearly wasteful, even if they do not affect how the Medical Machine distributes joint replacements. Further, these induced exertions could potentially accelerate patients’ joint deterioration, resulting in more numerous and more expensive surgeries over time.

1. Counterargument: High Individual Cost of False Signaling

One response to this line of argument is to observe that personalized law may take into account a large amount of data. This raises the cost of misrepresenting oneself, especially over a long period of time.

Two points about this counterargument merit emphasis. First, a high cost of sending false signals is a double-edged sword: high costs may deter some individuals from changing their behavior, but they will not deter everyone, and those individuals who are not deterred strongly tax-sensitive, she turns down a fifty dollar lesson (which would let her keep thirty dollars after paying 40 percent taxes). Jane has given up ten dollars in surplus now in her attempts to secure more surplus later (at the government’s expense). Her would-be student loses surplus as well because he does not get a lesson he was willing to pay for.

142. Jane’s other false signaling behaviors have similar implications. For example, if Jane shifts her investments from corporate bonds to municipal bonds, the federal government will collect less tax from her. See, e.g., JOSEPH BANKMAN, DANIEL N. SHAVIRO, KIRK J. STARK & EDWARD D. KLEINBAUER, FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION 368 (18th ed. 2019). Unless Jane is in a high tax bracket, investing in municipal bonds will likely provide her with lower net returns, given the “implicit tax” imposed on such investments. See, e.g., id. at 368-70.

143. See supra text accompanying notes 111-12.

144. See, e.g., Michael Spence, Job Market Signaling, 87 Q.J. ECONOMICS 355, 368 (1973) (noting the costs associated with signaling); VARIAN, supra note 128, at 727-29 (discussing the inefficiency of education signaling in the job market).


146. Cf. Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1455 (“[M]aintaining a charade may be easy for a short period of time, [but] it gets harder ... (and easier ... to detect) with every passing day.”).
will incur large costs. These costs are intrinsic to a personalized law system.

Second, regulated individuals may not be the only ones who want to manipulate personalized law. Data providers, gatekeepers, and other interested parties may have strong incentives to alter data or disguise individuals’ statuses. These actors may have the ability to affect a large number of data points. Thus, their cost of intervention may be relatively low, and countering the effects of their manipulations (that is, weeding out all that bad data) may be quite difficult.

We have already discussed how patients in our Medical Machine example might attempt to disguise themselves to change their medical treatment. Patients are not the only ones who may wish to deceive the Medical Machine; doctors may have a range of reasons to game the system as well. For example, a doctor might conclude that all patients deserve the higher-quality Acme brand joints. She may then manipulate data—choosing tests that will color the Medical Machine’s assessment of her patients, using testing equipment that is improperly calibrated, organizing hikes for all of her patients—to convince the Medical Machine that it is cost-effective to give everyone Acme joints. She could also record outcomes for patients who receive Acme joints as more positive than they actually were, while doing the reverse for patients who receive Beta joints. A doctor could also have the opposite conviction—that Acme joints are overpriced and overrated and that patients get too much free care on the taxpayer dollar—or any number of other

---

147. See, e.g., id. (“[E]mploying smoke screens is costly. If people regularly purchase products they do not need, become Facebook friends with people they do not like, or develop hobbies they do not enjoy in order to enhance the quality of their personalized ... [legal outcome], they [are bearing real costs.] Changing one’s behavior is a costly signal; it is not cheap talk.”).

148. On the one hand, it is good that false signaling behaviors are costly. False signaling is socially undesirable behavior that is both inefficient and inequitable; we should want such behavior to be costly in order to discourage people from engaging in it. However, the costs created by these behaviors are real. In an ideal world, people would not engage in these behaviors at all.

149. For example, a doctor could screen horror films (or Bob Ross) to patients while testing their blood pressure in order to raise (or lower) the observed results.

150. For example, if a doctor has one thermometer that works correctly and a second that regularly overestimates (or underestimates) temperatures by two degrees, she can make patients appear healthier or sicker depending on which thermometer she uses.
preferences that differ from those of the Medical Machine’s creators, and manipulate the data to achieve her preferred result.¹⁵¹

Nor are patients and doctors the only actors who might wish to deceive or manipulate the Medical Machine. Hospitals, insurers, manufacturers of medical equipment, and even politicians may wish to influence care decisions, and they all have levers they can pull to further their ends.¹⁵²

To be clear, all of these problems can arise in various forms under depersonalized legal systems as well. In many cases, personalized law may make these problems better;¹⁵³ in some cases, it may make them worse. But either way, these problems will persist.


2. Counterargument: Impenetrability of Personalized Law

One might also argue that people will not engage in false signaling because they will not know which false signals to send to achieve their goals. Under this argument, the “black box” nature of personalized law renders its inner workings impenetrable, thereby rendering gamesmanship impossible.\(^{154}\) For example, suppose that personalized law relies on complicated machine learning algorithms. People may not know how these algorithms work, and thus will not know how to manipulate them.\(^{155}\) Because sending false signals is costly, and because people cannot predict how sending a false signal will affect their legal treatment,\(^{156}\) they may give up the attempt altogether.

As a preliminary matter, personalized law’s algorithms may or may not be impenetrable in practice. Assuming arguendo that society intends the algorithms to be opaque,\(^{157}\) one can imagine an arms race between regulators striving to hide how their algorithms work and private parties working to crack the algorithms and take advantage of their flaws. It is not obvious that regulators would have the upper hand in such a battle.\(^{158}\) Regardless of who wins, the arms race itself is socially wasteful, as regulators and regulated parties spend valuable resources trying to outmaneuver each other.

We see similar dynamics playing out currently with respect to privately maintained algorithms. Website owners use search engine

\(^{154}\) See, e.g., Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1455 (“[A] great deal of predictive analytics is and will remain proprietary. Guessing [how to manipulate the system] will not be easy.”).

\(^{155}\) See id.

\(^{156}\) See id.

\(^{157}\) Cf. infra Part III.D.

\(^{158}\) For instance, regulators may have difficulties hiding the workings of their algorithm given formal and informal pressures favoring government transparency. Regulated parties presumably would have access to the personalized law—for example, doctors would have access to the Medical Machine, and could ask it questions—so they may also be able to reverse-engineer the algorithm, or at least hunt for misclassifications, simply by asking the regulators to classify large numbers of (hypothetical) inputs. See infra Part III.D.; cf. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1419-20 (contemplating a world in which tax authorities would allow taxpayers to enter facts into a website or app and get an immediate ruling on the applicable tax consequences). Moreover, private firms may be willing to commit more resources to the project of gaming regulations than governments will expend on enforcing them, allowing the avoiders to devote more human and computational power to the competition.
optimization (SEO) to lift their sites toward the top of Google’s search results for particular terms. Sellers boost their products toward the top of Amazon’s search results. Companies and other organizations game Facebook’s algorithms to disseminate particular messages as widely as possible. These efforts cost tens of billions of dollars each year.

Google, Amazon, Facebook, and their ilk do not passively accept such conduct. They are all large companies whose business models depend on the quality and accuracy of their algorithms, and they deploy their considerable technical expertise against those who would manipulate them. Even so, they have a mixed record against these machinations; in one infamous example, a backyard

---


162. See, e.g., McCue, supra note 159.

163. See, e.g., Stevens & Emont, supra note 160.

shed that had never served a customer got itself ranked as TripAdvisor’s number one restaurant in London. It is not clear that government regulators would do better at combatting gamesmanship than these companies have.

Even assuming that regulators’ algorithms are impenetrable, that still will not eliminate the problem of false signaling; regulated parties’ lack of information may deter some strategic behavior but can also spawn additional wasteful conduct. People will have strong incentives to change the legal rules that apply to them. Even if an individual only has weak guesses about how an algorithm works, acting on those guesses will still be worthwhile if the gains from changing her classification are large enough; a low probability of a high payoff can induce action.

Impenetrable algorithms can produce even larger costs when regulated parties misunderstand them. Many people currently hold—and act on—incorrect beliefs about the law. For example, many people believe that undercover police officers must identify themselves as police when asked; this is not the case. Perhaps

---

165. Butler, supra note 164.
166. Private companies, driven by profit motive, may have better incentives to address these problems than the government does. Because private companies often pay more than government does, they seem likely to attract more top-flight computer programmers. On the other hand, government does have greater coercive powers at its disposal to deploy against misbehavior.
167. See, e.g., Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1454-55.
168. See, e.g., id. at 1455.
169. See generally Manfred Borovcnik, Risk and Decision Making: The “Logic” of Probability, 12 MATHEMATICS ENTHUSIAST 113 (2015) (defining risk and analyzing its interaction with probability and utility). This point is readily apparent in many everyday behaviors, such as buying a lottery ticket, insuring one’s home or car, or wearing a seatbelt.
170. See, e.g., Andrew Lu, Do You have a ‘Right’ to Phone Calls After Arrest?, FINDLAW (May 1, 2013, 10:08 AM), http://blogs.findlaw.com/blotter/2013/05/do-you-have-a-right-to-phone-calls-after-arrest.html [https://perma.cc/8TB4-KHPY] (describing the common misconception that individuals are entitled to one phone call after arrest); Karl Smallwood, Are You Really Entitled to a Phone Call When Arrested?, TODAYIFOUNDOUT (May 9, 2014), http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2014/05/really-entitled-phonecall-arrested/ [https://perma.cc/BT9U-FNM8] (explaining that the number of phone calls an individual may make varies depending on a range of factors).
more disturbingly, large swaths of the public hold mistaken beliefs about major facets of contract law—a body of law with which most people interact daily and which many commentators defend as intuitive and in line with people’s expectations. An opaque algorithm seems likely to spawn more confusion and misconceptions than publicly posted laws do. People acting on false beliefs will incur real costs.173

A related problem is that if people do not understand how the personalized law program works, they may not trust it to do its job. Thus, they may feel the need to engage in costly signaling to ensure that the system characterizes them correctly. This signaling can result in regulated parties incurring costs, even when they are not necessary.174

For example, assume Alex is an avid rock climber who will reap substantial benefits from an Acme joint. Further, assume that the Medical Machine can deduce these facts about Alex and will assign her an Acme joint, but that Alex does not know this.175 Alex may decide that she should buy a Fitbit, join Crossfit, and register for a marathon to ensure that the Medical Machine knows she is the type of person who should receive an Acme joint. In fact, these costly expenditures of time and effort are totally unnecessary, as the Medical Machine was already going to assign Alex an Acme joint.176

Perhaps more troublingly, this problem can also manifest itself at the provider level. Suppose a doctor comes to believe—rightly or
not—that her colleagues report overly rosy assessments of patients’ health after they receive Acme joints. She might then feel obligated to report similarly rosy assessments of her own patients to make sure that the Medical Machine classifies her patients correctly and gives them appropriate joints. If she begins coloring her reporting, that further increases the pressure on other doctors to do the same. As more doctors change their reporting practices, the data becomes less accurate, reducing the Medical Machine’s ability to match outcomes to circumstances as originally contemplated. Once doctors report inaccurately—or are perceived to—it becomes very difficult for any individual doctor to push back against the practice, lest her patients be given worse joints.¹⁷⁷

In summary, it is questionable whether personalized law would truly be an impenetrable black box. Even if it were, that would not eliminate costly gamesmanship. Thus, the opacity of personalized law offers at most a partial counterargument against the signaling problems identified above.

C. Moral Hazard

Rational actors consider the future consequences of their actions when they make decisions. Altering the possible outcomes that an individual faces in the future can cause her to change her present conduct for the worse.¹⁷⁸ For example, if Dana is uninsured, she bears the full cost of having her car stolen and will have good incentives to protect her car against theft.¹⁷⁹ On the other hand, if insurance will fully compensate Dana if her car is stolen, she has little incentive to keep her car secure.¹⁸⁰

¹⁷⁷. The doctor might also be subject to direct negative consequences. For example, the government might see that her patients have worse outcomes than other doctors’ patients do and decide that Medicare will not pay for any joint replacements that she performs.

¹⁷⁸. Such alterations can also induce people to change their conduct for the better, and many laws are written with this intent in mind. See generally Uri Gneezy, Stephan Meier & Pedro Rey-Biel, When and Why Incentives (Don’t) Work to Modify Behavior, 25 J. ECON. PERSPS. 191 (2011) (analyzing when incentives can generate positive behavior). For example, the tax law accords a deduction for those who donate to charity as a way of encouraging charitable donations. See 26 I.R.C. § 170(a)(1).

¹⁷⁹. See VARIAN, supra note 128, at 724.

¹⁸⁰. See, e.g., id. An overinsured person may intentionally court disaster. See, e.g., “Nub City”—the Florida Town Where People Cut Off Their Appendages for Insurance Money, VA
Economists refer to this phenomenon as moral hazard. Moral hazard differs from signaling because signaling is about actions that convey (or disguise) characteristics without changing them, whereas moral hazard entails actually changing the characteristics themselves. Like signaling, moral hazard is an old and well-known problem that personalized law can exacerbate. In particular, when personalized regulation affords better treatment to those who find themselves in worse positions, people will have fewer incentives to avoid being in bad positions.

For example, returning to the Medical Machine, suppose that Pat has recurring hip pain, but that her condition is not deemed severe enough to merit immediate replacement; Pat is placed down the queue. If Pat would prefer to get her hip replaced now, she would have incentives to exacerbate her condition in order to qualify for a new joint more quickly; she might book a ski trip or a day at the trampoline park.

Similar self-destructive and socially undesirable behaviors can arise in many other contexts. For instance, imagine a personalized environmental law regime that considers how costly it is for each factory to reduce its emissions; factories with a high cost of reducing pollution (“hard-to-green” factories) are allowed to emit more pollution than those that can reduce pollution more cheaply. This approach may work well if the factories are already built. But, if companies know that hard-to-green factories will receive better regulatory treatment, they will have incentives to build hard-to-green factories. This can produce much worse results than a
depersonalized system that requires all companies to reduce pollution by a fixed amount or a fixed percentage, or that taxes factories on each ton of pollution they emit. Companies would have similar incentives with respect to many other personalized legal regimes, including worker safety, animal testing laws, computer security, and privacy protections.

To provide another example, assume a personalized system of traffic laws, administered via self-driving cars. People who urgently need to be somewhere at a particular time get priority treatment and are shuttled through traffic to arrive promptly at their destinations, while others who are less time-sensitive face delays. Dr. Garcia, who is set to perform surgery in a short time, would be shuttled rapidly to the hospital. However, if she were to leave her house earlier, there would be comparatively little rush to get her to work; therefore, the traffic system would give her a lower priority and a longer ride. Knowing this, and preferring to spend time at home rather than in traffic, Dr. Garcia would have incentives to leave for work later, even though this imposes costs on other commuters and raises the chance that she will be late for her surgery.

In a depersonalized system in which all cars must navigate the same traffic, Dr. Garcia has better incentives to leave early to beat the traffic and ensure that she is on time for her surgery. Thus,

---

the law requires easy-to-green factories to reduce their pollution output, as the social benefits of doing so exceed the costs. Suppose further that hard-to-green factories need not reduce their pollution, as the costs exceed the social benefits. If companies anticipate the legal rule, they will find hard-to-green factories more profitable (total cost $1.1 million) than easy-to-green factories (total cost $1.3 million). The incentive stems entirely from the difference in legal treatment.

187. For instance, continuing the example above, if all factories must reduce pollution, easy-to-green factories (total cost $1.3 million) are more profitable than hard-to-green ones (total cost $2 million). Easy-to-green factories are similarly more profitable if there is a fixed tax on pollutants emitted.

188. One could also achieve the same result via a sufficiently sophisticated congestion pricing system.

189. Cf. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1417 (“[T]raffic lights in some jurisdictions already contain sensors ... and adjust the timing of red and green lights accordingly. Some traffic lights contain detectors allowing emergency service vehicles to ‘preempt’ the signal and expedite their journey.... In the not-so-distant future, a traffic-light system may know that a passenger in a regular vehicle requires medical attention and give the rushing driver a series of green lights all the way to the hospital.” (footnotes omitted)).
moral hazard can lead personalized law to produce worse outcomes than a depersonalized system.

III. REGULATORY RESPONSES AND THEIR LIMITS

We now shift our focus of analysis from the regulated parties to the regulators themselves. When designing personalized legal systems, regulators must take into account how people will respond to the system they are creating.190 A regulatory regime that properly accounts for these machinations—one that does not afford regulated parties attractive opportunities to manipulate it in ways that regulators do not want—is termed "incentive compatible."191

However, incentive compatibility is a high standard.192 It is unlikely that a personalized legal regime can both impose the optimal rule in all situations and be incentive compatible.193 If regulators impose personalized laws that match optimal outcomes to all situations but that are not incentive compatible, regulated parties will thwart the system. As a result, personalized law will not work as regulators intended and will not optimally match situations to outcomes. Alternatively, regulators can prioritize creating an incentive-compatible system at the cost of a poorer matching of circumstances to legal outcomes.194 Such a system is likely to operate as regulators intended but will not produce the optimal result in all cases. Whichever option regulators choose, personalized law will not create optimal results in all circumstances.

190. Victor Fleischer, Regulatory Arbitrage, 89 Tex. L. Rev. 227, 253, 288 (2010); see Barry, supra note 52, at 73 ("[R]egulatory arbitrage can be eliminated by crafting legal rules that ... take economic reality into account.").
191. See Mas-Colell et al., supra note 26, at 493-94.
193. For possible counterexamples, see Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1475, for an argument that personalized disclosure rules will provide individuals with little incentive to engage in strategic behavior to change the disclosures they receive, and Seligman, supra note 134, at 3, for the proposal that individuals have a choice between certain private law regimes.
194. See Fleischer, supra note 190, at 289 (stating that "enhancing legal antiavoidance constraints, while imperfect, is likely to be a more fruitful line of attack for policy makers" to the attractiveness of opportunities to manipulate the system).
We now turn to the technological, social, and political reasons why it is so difficult to craft an incentive-compatible legal regime. In particular, regulators will encounter problems of information, authority, and transparency. These issues interrelate and feed off each other and are likely to foster conservatism on the part of regulators, which will itself be a constraint.\footnote{195. See infra Part III.E.}

\section*{A. Information Problems 1: Muddling}

Consider the criteria that a personalized law regime must satisfy to be incentive compatible: No regulated party can have any incentive to falsely identify itself when asked.\footnote{196. See \textit{Green \\& Laffont, supra} note 192, at 431.} No regulated party can have any incentive to engage in false signaling.\footnote{197. See \textit{id}.} No regulated party can be tempted by moral hazard.\footnote{198. See \textit{id.} at 430.} An optimal Medical Machine must allocate medical resources—and must render ineffectual the false-signaling efforts of patients looking to improve their medical treatment. An optimal system of personalized environmental regulation must allocate pollution rights across existing factories and defeat the moral hazard problems described above, which encourage companies to build hard-to-green factories.

One way to eliminate parties’ incentive to engage in problematic behaviors is to detect such behaviors and punish them.\footnote{199. See \textit{VARIAN, supra} note 128, at 726.} If the environmental agency has a crack team of inspectors who can always determine whether a company built a hard-to-green factory to achieve better regulatory treatment, the agency can treat the factory as if it were not a hard-to-green factory.\footnote{200. For instance, returning to the facts of note 186, if a company would have built an easy-to-green factory if not for the hard-to-green factory’s regulatory advantages, the regulator can require the company to reduce the pollution of its factory. This makes the total cost of the hard-to-green factory $2 million and the total cost of an easy-to-green factory $1.3 million, eliminating the regulatory incentive to construct hard-to-green factories.} Such measures will eliminate companies’ regulatory incentives to build hard-to-green factories and thus the moral hazard problem.\footnote{201. Continuing the example above, if the company knows that moral hazard behavior will be detected and will create no regulatory benefits, it will prefer to build an easy-to-green factory instead of a hard-to-green factory.}
However, this type of detection is generally costly, difficult, and imperfect. The environmental agency may not have enough information to unravel the process of how the factory’s design evolved. This information problem may be even more severe in other contexts. How are regulators to tell whether Bob drank champagne to aggravate his liver problems, or why Dr. Garcia is running late for work?

Regulated parties will purposefully exacerbate regulators’ information problems. If a company building a factory anticipates an investigation into its intentions during construction, it will attempt to make its intentions appear as positive as possible. The basic dynamic—regulated individuals will change their behavior to improve their legal treatment—continues to apply. Data muddling by regulated parties will complicate big data analytics, limiting regulators’ ability to optimally match circumstances to outcomes.

We have already seen this dynamic play out in the private sphere. Companies’ most successful big data efforts seem to have been those that consumers had no desire to thwart. Consider retailer Target, which has received accolades for its use of big data to identify and target shoppers. Target identified pregnancy as a time when shoppers tend to forge long-lived purchasing patterns. Accordingly, it was particularly important to identify pregnant

---

202. See VARIAN, supra note 128, at 654.
203. Regulators can offset gaps in detection with increases in punishment for those who are caught. However, there are limitations on how far this strategy can go, and how much we should expect it to be politically feasible. See infra Parts III.B-C.
204. To quote Matt Levine:

[The] First Law of Bribes ... is that when you are talking about bribes, particularly in writing, you should not refer to them as “bribes,” and you should certainly not refer to them as “chickens” or “sugar” or some other clever euphemism; you should refer to them by boring but technically accurate terms.... [U]sing boring business terms gives you a fighting chance of not getting caught, and even if you do get caught you’ve got a fighting chance to persuade a jury that it was all fine, and even if you do get convicted it is just, I mean, it is aesthetically a bit less embarrassing than if you’d used the dumb euphemisms.

205. See, e.g., supra notes 159-62 and accompanying text.
206. See generally Duhigg, supra note 15 (describing Target’s successful big data collection efforts).
shoppers and get them to purchase items from Target. Some pregnant shoppers self-identified by opening baby registries with Target. To spot other pregnant shoppers, Target used big data techniques to find shoppers who had not opened a baby registry with Target but whose behavior changed in the same ways that Target’s baby-registering shoppers’ behavior did. Presumably, some of these changes were straightforward—purchasing maternity clothes, breastfeeding paraphernalia, baby items—but others were more subtle. For instance, one key indicator was that pregnant shoppers tended to switch from scented to unscented lotions, perhaps because their sense of smell sharpened and they experienced increased nausea.

Target’s shopper identification is impressive and has proven profitable for the retailer. However, it bears emphasis that Target shoppers were not actively trying to game their pregnancy status. It does not appear that pregnant women were trying to falsely signal to Target that they were not pregnant, and it is hard to imagine anyone seeking to become pregnant in order to open a Target baby registry.

Regulated parties, by contrast, often care quite a bit about their legal treatment and may want to hide or disguise some of their characteristics from regulators. Thus, companies’ experiences with personalized advertising and product offerings will not fully translate to the regulatory context. For a closer private sector analog, consider companies’ efforts to price discriminate: If a company can tell how much consumers are willing to pay for

207. Id.
208. Id.
209. Id.; see also Kashmir Hill, How Target Figured Out a Teen Girl Was Pregnant Before Her Father Did, FORBES (Feb. 16, 2012, 11:02 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/?sh=2fcfe206686 [https://perma.cc/SBW9-XX57] (“Target, for example, has figured out how to data-mine its way into your womb, to figure out whether you have a baby on the way long before you need to start buying diapers.”).
210. Duhigg, supra note 15. They also bought certain vitamins and supplements. Id.
211. Id.
212. See id.
213. See id.
214. On the other hand, if pregnant women received valuable discounts, nonpregnant women would have an incentive to falsely signal that they were pregnant. This may have happened; or customers may not have known about the opportunity.
products, it can profit by charging higher prices to less price-sensitive customers and lower prices to more price-sensitive customers.\(^{215}\) In this instance, consumers all wish to be perceived as strongly price-sensitive, even if they are not, in order to receive better deals.\(^{216}\)

Price discrimination is a potentially attractive strategy for companies such as Uber or Amazon; both companies have large amounts of information about their customers, have sophisticated data analytics professionals, and employ interfaces that allow them to offer different prices to different customers simultaneously.\(^{217}\) For example, Uber could charge higher prices to customers who are traveling on expense accounts,\(^{218}\) heading to luxury destinations,\(^{219}\) or whose phones are running out of power.\(^{220}\) Yet both Uber and Amazon have encountered obstacles when they attempted to put price discrimination strategies into practice.\(^{221}\)

One major obstacle these companies encountered is that customers began injecting false data points into the system to manipulate the companies’ predictive algorithms. Amazon shoppers intentionally browsed through items without buying them, suggesting to Amazon’s algorithm that they were price-sensitive.\(^{222}\) Uber users produced the same effect by requesting rides and then canceling

\(^{215}\) Varian, supra note 128, at 467-68.

\(^{216}\) Id. at 465.


\(^{222}\) Abel, supra note 221.
when they saw those rides’ prices.\textsuperscript{223} Uber users have also thwarted Uber’s algorithms by changing their destination mid-ride.\textsuperscript{224}

Since its initial foray into price discrimination, Uber has denied that it offers different prices to individual riders.\textsuperscript{225} It has also begun offering its own credit card.\textsuperscript{226} That card’s benefits program and privacy policy suggest that one of Uber’s motivations for the venture may be the data it will generate on each individual customer’s spending.\textsuperscript{227} This data would be more difficult for consumers to muddle, potentially enabling Uber to price discriminate better.\textsuperscript{228}

Regulators implementing personalized laws can expect to face similar challenges. However, as Section B explains, regulators may not be able to follow Uber’s hypothesized approach.

\textbf{B. Information Problems 2: Privacy}

Regulators can overcome the problems described in Section A if they have access to information that is both tightly tied to the behaviors of interest and difficult for regulated parties to muddle.\textsuperscript{229} But even if such information is technologically available, privacy concerns may lead society to limit regulators’ ability to access or use it.\textsuperscript{230}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{223} See Kominers, supra note 18.
\item \textsuperscript{224} Aaron Mak, \textit{Is Uber Really Charging Frequent Users Higher Fares?}, \textsc{Slate} (Mar. 30, 2018, 2:40 PM), https://slate.com/technology/2018/03/is-uber-really-charging-frequent-users-more.html [https://perma.cc/WN84-HYNW]; Preston, supra note 218.
\item \textsuperscript{226} Scott Duke Kominers, \textit{Uber Really Wants You to Use Its Credit Card}, \textsc{Bloomberg} (Dec 6, 2017, 5:00 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2017-12-06/uber-really-wants-you-to-use-its-credit-card [https://perma.cc/V9QE-QCTJ].
\item \textsuperscript{227} \textit{Id.} If so, Uber would not be the first big company to launch a line of business for the purpose of gathering data. \textit{Cf.} Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1439 (suggesting that getting access to data on individuals’ preferences, and hence their personalities, motivated Google to enter the smartphone business).
\item \textsuperscript{228} Kominers, \textit{supra} note 226; see Porat & Strahilevitz, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1437-38 (discussing how private firms often have greater confidence in big data based on consumers’ purchasing behavior because it is less likely to be manipulated by consumers).
\item \textsuperscript{229} \textit{See, e.g.,} Porat & Strahilevitz, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1454 (“Personalized ... rules tied to an individual’s immutable characteristics, such as sex or age, alleviate significant concerns about strategic behavior.”).
\item \textsuperscript{230} \textit{See, e.g.,} Alessandro Acquisti, \textit{The Economics and Behavioral Economics of Privacy}, \textit{in Privacy, Big Data, and the Public Good: Frameworks for Engagement} 76, 78-91 (Julia
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Personalized law raises fundamental questions about how closely—some might say intrusively—we want human behavior to be regulated.\textsuperscript{231} For many, the idea of a regulator that knows enough to draw fine distinctions among its citizens evokes the image of a dystopic police state.\textsuperscript{232} For some, the closest analogy may be China’s “social credit system,” which assigns each Chinese citizen a social credit score based on her behavior.\textsuperscript{233} A wide variety of behaviors affect that score: “bad driving, smoking in non-smoking zones, [or] buying too many video games” can all lower one’s score.\textsuperscript{234} Paying bills on time, buying Chinese products, and performing community service can raise one’s score.\textsuperscript{235} Citizens with high social credit scores get rewards such as reduced energy bills, better rental terms, better interest rates on loans, and more matches on dating websites.\textsuperscript{236} Those with low social credit scores can be subjected to a variety of punishments, including not being permitted to purchase airline or train tickets; lower internet speeds; exclusion from schools, jobs, or hotels; public shaming; and having their pets
confiscated. Western commentators have generally taken an unfavorable view of this system.

In many instances, our society has tried to prevent overreach by restricting access to personal information. Sometimes these restrictions take the form of outright prohibitions on the use of certain data by public or private actors. For example, Congress has restricted the government’s use of emails, financial information, and similar information that was gathered for foreign intelligence purposes. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits lenders from inquiring about a borrower’s public assistance status, marital status, or birth control practices, among other topics.

In other instances, the law requires public or private actors to clear procedural hurdles before accessing particular data. The Fourth Amendment famously requires law enforcement officers to obtain a warrant prior to conducting searches or seizures. The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) limits access to consumers’ credit history: credit reporting agencies can only allow potential lenders and others with a similar “valid need” to access a consumer’s file.

---

237. Ma, supra note 62.
239. See Elkin-Koren & Gal, supra note 230, at 415-16 (noting that using data for regulatory purposes can change the incentives to collect data and thus can reduce the amount of data available).
242. See, e.g., I.R.C. §§ 6103, 7213 (noting procedural hurdles that must be cleared before certain consumer tax information can be disclosed).
243. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
A consumer who is denied credit, insurance, or employment because of her credit report must be informed and given the contact information of the agency that provided the report.\textsuperscript{245} Furthermore, FCRA requires credit reporting agencies to adhere to various procedures while maintaining credit files.\textsuperscript{246} Among other requirements, credit reporting agencies must give consumers access to all of the information in their files, provide consumers their credit score upon request, investigate claims that information in the file is inaccurate, and delete or correct inaccurate, incomplete, or unverifiable information.\textsuperscript{247}

From the perspective of personalized lawmaking, the two approaches described above—taking information off the table or placing it behind procedural barriers—constitute differences in degree, but not in kind. Both reduce the amount of data that policymakers can bring to bear and the ways in which they can deploy it.\textsuperscript{248} Accordingly, both limit regulators’ ability to personalize law.\textsuperscript{249}

Even if regulators are legally permitted to use certain data, privacy concerns may still shape and limit the personalization of law. First, regulators may need to take efforts to maintain the security of certain information entrusted to their care.\textsuperscript{250} Such security measures may make it more difficult to use that data. For example, the gold standard for safeguarding data is to only keep it on computers that are not connected to the internet, sometimes

\textsuperscript{245} FTC, \textit{supra} note 244, at 1.

\textsuperscript{246} Id. at 1-2.

\textsuperscript{247} Id. Some of FCRA’s other requirements are that credit reporting agencies may not report negative information that happened sufficiently far in the past, they may not give access to an employer or potential employer without the consumer’s written consent, and they must allow consumers to implement a “security freeze” that prohibits the release of any information without the consumer’s express authorization. Id. at 2.

\textsuperscript{248} See Porat & Strahilevitz, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1467-68 (noting the trade-offs between protecting privacy and the degree of legal personalization).

\textsuperscript{249} Id. at 1467.

known as “air-gapping.”251 Air-gapping makes data more secure by making it much harder for would-be hackers to access it—but it also makes it much harder for workers within an organization to access that data.252 Less draconian security measures also create access problems. For instance, Veterans Administration doctors have complained that security measures designed to protect service members’ medical information make it difficult for doctors to access patient records and to provide care.253

Second, an extremely well-tailored rule may tell regulated parties that the regulator knows a great deal about them. Regulators may not wish to make this fact so salient—for altruistic reasons, self-serving reasons, or a combination of the two.

For example, avid runner Alex may be grateful when the Medical Machine assigns her an Acme joint, but she may also be disturbed that the government knew enough about her habits and lifestyle to make that decision.254 A purely altruistic regulator should take into account the discomfort that Alex experiences from her loss of privacy, as revealed to her through overly specific rules, when designing personalized laws. A self-interested regulator should also include Alex’s discomfort in its calculations, albeit for different reasons: citizens’ unease may lead to political consequences that the regulator does not want; that unease may cause Alex (and others) to support legislation that increases privacy protections or curbs personalized rulemaking.255 These concerns are not mutually


252. See id. (“[Air gapping] is one of the most drastic, inconvenient, and difficult-to-maintain computer security measures out there. It’s usually reserved for systems that require the very highest levels of security, because it leaves you with a computer system that may be limited in what it can do.”); see also Samuel Joseph O’Malley & Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo, Bridging the Air Gap: Inaudible Data Exfiltration by Insiders 1, (20th Ams. Conf. on Info. Sys., 2014), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2431593 [https://perma.cc/XV25-7DLB].


255. Cf. European Parliament and Council Regulation 2016/679, 2016 O.J. (L 119) 1, 1-2 (providing an example of regulations designed to increase privacy protection for personal
exclusive. Taken together, they suggest that regulators themselves may not wish to target rules as specifically as they could.

Corporations have encountered a variant of this problem. As noted earlier, Target uses big data techniques to identify shoppers, such as pregnant women, who are likely to buy specific items.256 It then sends customers coupon books showcasing products that are likely to be of particular interest.257 Target found that people did not like receiving hyper-targeted coupon books.258 People were uncomfortable that Target knew such personal things about them—that they recently became pregnant, for example—without being told.259 Target responded by making its coupon books less personalized; it intentionally added coupons for items that recipients would not want to purchase.260 This made the recipients feel as if the coupons for items they did want to purchase—the crib pictured next to the bar stool or bocce ball set—were fortuitous coincidences and not the result of intrusive data gathering.261 As one Target executive put it:

[W]e started mixing in all these ads for things we knew pregnant women would never buy, so the baby ads looked random. We’d put an ad for a lawn mower next to diapers. We’d put a coupon for wineglasses next to infant clothes. That way, it looked like all the products were chosen by chance.

And we found out that as long as a pregnant woman thinks she hasn’t been spied on, she’ll use the coupons. She just assumes that everyone else on her block got the same mailer for diapers and cribs. As long as we don’t spook her, it works.262

Other companies have had similar experiences. Credit card companies have identified a wide range of purchasing behaviors that indicate that a customer has become more or less likely to pay her
debts. For instance, buying carbon-monoxide detectors, namebrand automotive oil, or “those little felt pads that stop chair legs from scratching the floor” were associated with strong creditworthiness. Charges at pawn shops, for marital therapy, or even at specific bars were associated with decreased creditworthiness.

However, companies generally made little use of this information because executives were “scared that people will resent companies for knowing too much” and “because they worried that customers would revolt if they found out they were being studied so closely.”

These experiences suggest that regulators may also prefer to employ incompletely personalized laws, even if it results in a poorer matching of circumstances to legal outcomes.

C. Regulatory Authority

Even making the heroic assumption that regulators can access all of the necessary information, they may lack the legal authority or the political will to thwart gamesmanship. Suppose that the transportation authority knows that Dr. Garcia is running late because she tried to game the system and shorten her commute. What will it do with that information? If it fails to prioritize her commute, Dr. Garcia will suffer—and so will her patient.

263. Duhigg, supra note 104.

264. Id. Buying “premium birdseed and a device called a ‘snow roof rake’ that homeowners use to remove high-up snowdrifts so they don’t fall on pedestrians” were also strong positive indicators of creditworthiness. Id.

265. Id. (“[D]ata indicated those [charges] were signs of desperation or depression that might lead to job loss.” Researchers identified “the ‘riskiest’ drinking establishment in Canada was Sharx Pool Bar in Montreal, where 47 percent of the patrons who used their Canadian Tire card missed four payments over 12 months.”). Buying a “chrome-skull car accessory or a ‘Mega Thruster Exhaust System’” was also a bad sign. Id.


267. See supra text accompanying notes 191-93.
with this choice, it would be very difficult for the regulator not to give Dr. Garcia beneficial treatment and speed her off to work. 268

Giving the regulator a wider set of responsive options can ameliorate this problem. Perhaps the transportation authority could speed Dr. Garcia to work but then slow her commute home by a comparable amount. Alternatively, perhaps it could impose a fine on Dr. Garcia. If the regulator is a state actor, there are potentially a wide range of options available to it. 269 But if the creators and enforcers of personalized law are predominantly private actors, as some have predicted, then the regulator’s powers may be restricted to a more narrowly circumscribed domain. 270

A private transportation authority may have sufficient options to deal with the delinquent doctor. But what to do with Bob and his damaged liver? Even if regulators know for certain that he drank champagne with the intent of damaging his liver, ignoring his new state could be a death sentence. The medical authority could punish him by providing him worse medical care, but this also seems ghoulish. Perhaps the medical authority could impose fines, but it might take a very high fine to dissuade Bob from moving himself up the queue. And what if Bob cannot pay? Would the medical authority have the ability to subject Bob to criminal punishment?

These kinds of heavy-handed responses could be extremely unpopular, which raises two related problems. First, it may reduce the likelihood that regulators will be granted the authority to take these actions. Second, even if regulators are authorized to take

---

268. This dilemma matches a game theory concept known as subgame perfection. Essentially, for a particular strategy combination to be sustainable, every actor in the sequence must be willing to act according to its stated strategy in every possible outcome. See FUDENBERG & TIROLE, supra note 175, at 69-74. The transportation authority can try to discourage the doctor from waiting to leave for work by threatening not to prioritize her travel if she does. But if, when it comes down to it, the transportation authority is not willing to delay the doctor on her way to work, the doctor can essentially call their bluff by delaying her trip and forcing the transportation authority to either speed her to work or suffer the consequences of her being late. This renders the transportation authority’s threat ineffective.

269. See Verstein, supra note 9, at 578 (“When optimal personalization turns on global knowledge and this information cannot be shared with private actors, the government may be the appropriate personalizing body.”).

270. See id. at 579 (noting that private regulators may confront “legitimacy objections” when issuing personalized law).
these actions, political concerns may make regulators reticent to use that power.\textsuperscript{271}

Personalized law could also be politically unpopular for a different reason: individuals will vary in their ability to circumvent personalized law. For example, sophisticated parties will generally have a greater ability to manipulate a complicated regulatory system than less sophisticated parties.\textsuperscript{272} Accordingly, the gaming of personalized law can raise issues of equity—on top of the underlying issues of equity already inherent to personalized law.\textsuperscript{273} Regulators may worry that popular concerns about equity will make personalized law politically unpopular and thus infeasible.\textsuperscript{274} This popularity concern will push regulators toward a lower level of legal personalization.

Regulators can limit regulated parties’ ability to circumvent personalized law by focusing on characteristics that regulated parties cannot easily change.\textsuperscript{275} However, regulating based on immutable (or quasi-immutable) characteristics raises a number of concerns.\textsuperscript{276} The political process often translates those concerns into legal limitations on the consideration of such characteristics.

First, many immutable or quasi-immutable characteristics—race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, religious identity, medical status, and disability, to name a few—are social and political flashpoints.\textsuperscript{277} Regulating on any of these bases is at


\textsuperscript{272} Depersonalized laws often exhibit the same dynamic. See, e.g., Parag A. Pathak & Tayfun Sönmez, \textit{Leveling the Playing Field: Sincere and Sophisticated Players in the Boston Mechanism}, 98 AM. ECON. REV. 1636, 1637-38 (2008) (finding that sophisticated students could better manipulate a public school admissions system). Thus, whether personalized law improves upon or exacerbates this issue will depend on the specific circumstances. See \textit{id}.

\textsuperscript{273} See Fleischer, \textit{supra} note 190, at 229-30 (noting the ethical problems associated with regulatory gamesmanship).

\textsuperscript{274} Of course, regulators may also be concerned about these issues of equity directly. That would further push regulators toward a lesser degree of personalization.

\textsuperscript{275} See Porat & Strahilevitz, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1454.

\textsuperscript{276} See, e.g., Seligman, \textit{supra} note 134, at 14.

\textsuperscript{277} Distinguishing based on immutable characteristics, directly or indirectly, raises deep
best controversial and, in many instances, deeply and fundamentally objectionable. Not surprisingly, a plethora of statutes and several constitutional provisions forbid various decision makers from taking these items into account.

One might think that this would be an easy problem to address: machines would presumably work out personalized laws by applying algorithms to data and “machines can be instructed to ignore factors that we do not want the law to consider. Thus a machine can be told to ignore race, gender, religion and the like even if they are relevant to an outcome objective.”

However, in reality, the problem is much thornier. Even if machines are not given data on disfavored characteristics, they are likely to receive other data that can function as proxies. Many neighborhoods exhibit a low degree of racial diversity; an individual’s address can thus serve as a close proxy for race. Knowing that a person attended a women’s college is a good indicator that the individual is female. Knowing that a person buys a pine tree each December is a good indicator that he may be Christian. If
religion is relevant to an outcome of interest,\(^{283}\) then pine tree-purchasing behavior will also appear relevant to that outcome, even if it is not, because it is highly correlated with religion—which, by assumption, is both unobserved and relevant.\(^{284}\) The machines will effectively use pine tree-purchasing behavior as a proxy for religion when crafting personalized law.\(^{285}\) In other words, denying the machines access to specific characteristics that we do not want them to consider will not prevent the machines from finding indirect ways to deduce those characteristics.\(^{286}\)

\(^{283}\) Any such relevance may itself represent a social problem. For example, race may be associated with a higher likelihood of arrest if members of some races are more likely to be stopped and questioned by law enforcement, and thus are more likely to be caught when they engage in illegal behavior, than members of other races. Indeed, this result could obtain even when individuals of an over-arrested race engage in illegal behavior less frequently than other individuals. See, e.g., Solon Barocas & Andrew D. Selbst, Big Data's Disparate Impact, 104 CALIF. L. REV. 671, 687 (2016); Anupam Chander, The Racist Algorithm?, 115 MICH. L. REV. 1023, 1036-39 (2017).


\(^{285}\) Of course, the machines will not know that they are doing this, but that is presumably little consolation. Moreover, it may be difficult to tell whether and to what extent the machines are using a particular piece of data for its own sake or as a proxy for prohibited considerations. See, e.g., Chander, supra note 283, at 1036-39. For example, knowing someone’s address gives you information not only about her race but also about the weather, air and water pollution, crime, and noise to which she is exposed. This complicates the data oversight problem.

\(^{286}\) See Gillis, supra note 281, at 52-62. Antidiscrimination laws generally prohibit discrimination based on indirect proxies for prohibited considerations, and many allow claims based on disparate impact, that is, facially neutral conduct that has discriminatory effects. See, e.g., Tex. Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affs. v. Inclusive Cmtys. Project, Inc., 576 U.S. 519, 525 (2015) (confirming that disparate impact claims can be made under the Fair Housing Act); Ramirez v. GreenPoint Mortg. Funding, Inc., 633 F. Supp. 2d 922, 926-27 (N.D. Cal. 2008) (allowing a disparate impact claim under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act). Even if indirect algorithmic consideration of such characteristics were legal, that legality would not address many of the moral or philosophical objections to taking such considerations into account.

It is worth noting that personalized law, with its increased use of algorithmic decision-making, could make it easier to root out discrimination; unlike with a human decision maker, one can often see exactly what an algorithm considered when making its decision and how changes in circumstances would change that decision. See, e.g., Jon Kleinberg, Jens Ludwig, Sendhil Mullainathan & Cass R. Sunstein, Discrimination in the Age of Algorithms, 10 J. LEGAL ANALYSIS 113, 114 (2018) (“Crucially, these benefits will only be realized if policy changes are adopted... [W]ithout the appropriate safeguards, the prospects for detecting discrimination in a world of unregulated algorithm design could become even more serious
Moreover, regulating based on immutable characteristics raises concerns even when it does not touch on prominent social fault lines. For example, consider one source of data that could be useful for personalized law: DNA, our genetic code. One’s DNA is difficult to alter, and genes may be associated with a number of items of interest, including predisposition to diseases, physical traits, and behaviors. Some of the information contained in DNA implicates the flashpoints described above, but much of it does not. DNA might therefore constitute useful data that decision makers could take into account, provided they meet appropriate safeguards. However, concerns over the use of genetic data led Congress to enact the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA). GINA prohibits health insurance companies from using genetic test results to determine coverage costs, and employers from using than they currently are.”}. In any event, personalized law will not eliminate all objectionable discrimination, and thus this issue will persist to some degree.


289. See, e.g., Justin R. Garcia, James MacKillop, Edward L. Aller, Ann M. Merriwether, David Sloan Wilson & J. Koji Lum, Associations Between Dopamine D4 Receptor Gene Variation with Both Infidelity and Sexual Promiscuity, 5 PLOS ONE 1, 4 (2010); Kerry L. Jang, W. John Livesley & Philip A. Vernon, Heritability of the Big Five Personality Dimensions and Their Facets: A Twin Study, 64 J. Personality 577, 577 (1996); Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1469-70 (“Personality seems to have a strong genetic component and be heritable.”).

290. For example, the presence of “XX” or “XY” chromosome pairs would tell one a lot about a person’s gender.


genetic information to make hiring, firing, and promotion decisions. This precedent illustrates how popular concerns may limit regulatory regimes based on characteristics that are difficult for regulated parties to manipulate.

Unpopularity has already constrained private actors’ use of big data. For instance, customers have generally reacted very negatively to the use of big data to price discriminate. To take one example, in 2000, a customer appeared to catch Amazon personalizing the price of a DVD, offering him a price that was four dollars more than that offered to other potential buyers. Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos apologized personally, and Amazon gave refunds to thousands of customers. Some commentators have speculated that, in the age of social media, a similar incident today could lead to a boycott. Amazon now claims that it does not use much of the data to which it has access—such as where a customer lives, her browsing history, and what she has previously bought on Amazon—when setting prices.

Other companies have been caught engaging in price discrimination and found themselves pilloried in major news outlets. The Wall Street Journal found that Staples engaged in price discrimination,

---

293. Id. at 883, 896, 907.
295. Brian Wallheimer, Are You Ready for Personalized Pricing?, CHI. BOOTH REV. (Feb. 26, 2018), https://review.chicagobooth.edu/marketing/2018/article/are-you-ready-personalized-pricing [https://perma.cc/QG98-EH84]. Amazon claimed that the company was not price discriminating, but was instead offering random prices to determine how to optimally price products. Id.
296. Id.
297. See id. Amazon’s customers have also brought several lawsuits against the company challenging its discriminatory pricing. See, e.g., Abel, supra note 221 (discussing lawsuits alleging that the interaction of Amazon’s personalized pricing and its Amazon Prime memberships created unlawful results).
offering lower prices to customers who lived close to rivals such as OfficeMax or Office Depot. Commentators then criticized Staples for charging higher prices to poorer and rural customers. Orbitz “charged Mac users as much as 30% more than PC users” for lodging, then discontinued the practice after the conduct was publicized. Travelocity, Home Depot, Rosetta Stone, and other companies allegedly engaged in similar behaviors as well. Companies’ responses to these stories demonstrate just how concerned they are about bad press and popular backlash.

Popular outrage and opprobrium may be at least as big a problem for a regulator, which is at the mercy of the political process, as it is for private companies. Political roadblocks may thus limit regulators’ ability to implement personalized laws, especially personalized laws that draw fine distinctions. And, as noted above, fine distinctions may be impossible in any event due to the data muddling or privacy concerns of regulated parties.

D. Transparency

People’s reactions to personalized laws will depend on their level of trust in the relevant regulatory body. In a democracy, transparency is a key determinant of people’s comfort levels. If regulators are shielded from oversight, citizens may worry about corruption,


302. Dwoskin, supra note 301; Valentino-DeVries et al., supra note 299.

303. See, e.g., Dwoskin, supra note 301; Valentino-DeVries et al., supra note 299; cf. Victoria L. Schwartz, Corporate Privacy Failures Start at the Top, 57 B.C. L. REV. 1693, 1693 (2016) (arguing that corporate executives are selected not to value privacy, and that this makes it harder for them to anticipate when others will be upset by privacy intrusions).

304. See supra Parts III.A-B.
improper use of data, and other bad behavior. By contrast, if it is easy to see what regulators are doing, there will be less opportunity for regulatory malfeasance, and people will be more willing to empower regulators.

At the same time, the more that regulators disclose about how their algorithms work, the easier it will be for regulated parties to manipulate those algorithms. The transparency required for appropriate oversight thus makes it harder to create an incentive-compatible system. Accommodating these constraints may mean accepting a system that matches circumstances to results in a suboptimal way.

A number of constraints may further complicate society’s attempts to strike the right balance on transparency. First, people are anxious about machines taking on tasks, including decision-making, that have traditionally been left to humans. As a result, they tend to hold machines to a higher standard, demanding more accuracy from a machine than they would from a human performing the same task. The news cycle can reinforce this dynamic; in these contexts, human error may be routine and thus not newsworthy in a way that machine errors are. For example, many experts believe that self-driving cars are safer than human-driven cars, but the public disagrees and many states do not permit autonomous vehicles on public roads. A human-driven car kills a pedestrian in

---

306. Id. at 102, 111.
307. Cf. Porat & Strahilevitz, supra note 3, at 1455 (stating that confidential algorithms are harder to manipulate).
309. See Paul Slovic, Perception of Risk, 236 SCIENCE 280, 280 (1987). Of course, this may change over time as people become increasingly comfortable with machines operating in this sphere. The reverse could also be true. Either way, this dynamic is likely to apply in the short term. Cf. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1427 (“[H]umans increasingly place their trust in machines and discover that outcomes predicted by big data are systematically better than human intuition.”).
310. See, e.g., Solon, supra note 308 (“Fifty-six [percent of Americans] said they would not want to ride in [a self-driving car] if given the opportunity, citing a lack of trust in the technology or an unwillingness to cede control to a machine in a potentially life-or-death
the United States roughly every ninety minutes; each of these
deaths, though tragic, gets little public attention.311 However, when
a self-driving car killed a pedestrian in March 2018, it was major
national news.312 Popular concerns about automated decision-
making may require regulators to provide a great deal of transpar-
ency when they use the automated tools that personalized law
envisioned.313

Second, private parties will likely develop much of the machinery
underlying personalized law.314 These private parties will generally
push to keep the details of their algorithms secret to hide them from
situation.

311. See, e.g., Chris Isidore, Self-Driving Cars Are Already Really Safe, CNN (Mar. 21,

312. See, e.g., Daisuke Wakabayashi, Self-Driving Uber Car Kills Pedestrian in Arizona,
technology/uber-driverless-fatality.html [https://perma.cc/9THX-8LQT]; Isidore, supra note 311; Russ Mitchell,
Self-Driving Cars May Ultimately Be Safer than Human Drivers. But After a Pedestrian’s Death, Will the Public Buy It?, L.A.
[https://perma.cc/6S6G-WQ6X].

313. These concerns may fade over time as people become more used to, and thus more
comfortable with, machines acting in this capacity. See, e.g., Casey & Niblett, Self-Driving
Laws, supra note 3, at 436 (discussing lasting but now-faded concern over automatic
elevators). People might also have the opposite reaction, becoming more concerned if bad
outcomes receive widespread news coverage. See, e.g., Thomas Germain, How to Use Facebook
facebook-privacy-settings/#:--text=On%20a%20computer%3A%20Go%20to,%22%20and
%20Social%20Interactions,%22[https://perma.cc/4HWZ-7X5H] (describing consumers’
privacy concerns stemming from scandals surrounding Facebook’s data collection, including
its use of automated facial recognition technology on users’ accounts); Doug Gross, Survey: 1
in 4 Users Lie on Facebook, CNN (May 4, 2012, 2:11 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2012/05/04/
tech/social-media/facebook-lies-privacy/index.html [https://perma.cc/JHU8-M44P] (“25% of
users said they falsified information in their profiles to protect their identity ... up from 10%
... two years ago.”). In any event, this concern is likely to be an issue initially.

314. See, e.g., Jason Tashea, Courts Are Using AI to Sentence Criminals. That Must Stop
Now, WIRED (Apr. 17, 2017, 7:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/2017/04/courts-using-ai-
sentence-criminals-must-stop-now/ [https://perma.cc/4TDF-HK8D] (“Typically, government
agencies do not write their own algorithms; they buy them from private businesses.”); Angwin
et al., supra note 83 (discussing COMPAS and other privately developed predictive software).
competitors. Private developers’ desire for secrecy may make it difficult for the government to provide transparency to citizens. This problem is complicated by regulated parties’ constitutional and statutory information rights.

For example, consider the COMPAS software program. COMPAS evaluates a wide range of data and assesses how likely a criminal defendant is to commit additional crimes. It also predicts how various interventions (such as drug treatment programs, counseling services, or housing assistance) will affect a defendant’s chances of reoffending. State and local authorities in many states use COMPAS scores when making bail decisions, sentencing determinations, and parole decisions. Defendants and their counsel generally receive their COMPAS scores but are not told the details of how those scores were calculated.


316. See, e.g., Wexler, supra note 315, at 1349-50.

317. See, e.g., FRANK PASQUALE, THE BLACK BOX SOCIETY: THE SECRET ALGORITHMS THAT CONTROL MONEY AND INFORMATION 165-66, 193 (2015); Danielle Keats Citron & Frank Pasquale, The Scored Society: Due Process for Automated Predictions, 89 WASH. L. REV. 1, 17 (2014). Much of the outside knowledge of Target’s use of big data comes from a New York Times Magazine article in which a Target statistician spoke to a reporter. See Duhigg, supra note 15. After Target learned that the statistician was speaking to the journalist, it asked him to stop, and he did. Id.

318. COMPAS is an acronym for Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions. Angwin et al., supra note 83.

319. Id. Technically, COMPAS predicts how likely similarly situated defendants are to commit crimes, as compared to the specific defendant at issue. State v. Loomis, 881 N.W.2d 749, 754 (Wis. 2016).

320. See Angwin et al., supra note 83.

321. Id. (identifying Florida and Wisconsin jurisdictions as using COMPAS scores to make bail decisions; Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Kentucky, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin as states in which judges receive risk assessment scores from COMPAS or a competitor program at the time of sentencing; Wisconsin as using COMPAS scores to make parole decisions); see also Cecelia Klingele, The Promises and Perils of Evidence-Based Corrections, 91 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 537, 551-52, 582-83 n.202 (2015).

322. Angwin et al., supra note 83; see also State v. Walls, No. 116,027, 2017 WL 2709819, at *1, *4 (Kan. Ct. App. June 23, 2017) (vacating the sentence of a defendant who received only the cover page of a report prepared by another algorithmic assessment tool (the Level of Service Inventory-Revised, or “LSI-R”), instead of the whole report, on the ground that he was denied his rights under section 21-6704(a)(1) of the Kansas Code and his constitutional right to due process of law).
This was the experience of Eric Loomis. He was arrested driving a car that had been used recently in a drive-by shooting. He pled guilty to attempting to flee an officer and no contest to operating a vehicle without the owner’s consent; he hoped to receive probation. Instead, he was sentenced to six years in prison, in part because he was “identified, through the COMPAS assessment, as an individual who is at high risk to the community.” Loomis was given the COMPAS score, but he was not given access to the details of how the score was calculated. He challenged his sentence as violating his constitutional right to due process, both “because the proprietary nature of COMPAS prevented him from challenging the COMPAS assessment’s scientific validity” and because COMPAS assessments consider a defendant’s gender.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled against Loomis, affirming his sentence. Nonetheless, the ruling calls into question what role COMPAS and similar software can play going forward absent increased transparency regarding their algorithms. The court held that judges can “consider a COMPAS risk assessment at sentencing” but may not use the score “(1) to determine whether an offender is incarcerated; or (2) to determine the severity of the sentence.” In addition, “risk scores may not be used as the determinative factor in deciding whether an offender can be supervised safely and effectively in the community.” Commentators have called into question exactly what courts can use COMPAS for in sentencing.

323. Loomis, 881 N.W.2d at 754-56.
324. Id. at 754.
325. Id.
326. Id. at 755, 756 n.18. He was also sentenced to five years of extended supervision. Id. at 756 n.18.
327. Id. at 761.
328. Id. at 753.
329. Id. at 753-54.
330. Id. at 769.
331. Id.
332. As two commentators put it:

   For Loomis, the COMPAS output was purportedly used only to “reinforce” the “assessment of the other factors” considered. The Wisconsin Supreme Court stated that the sentencing court “would have imposed the exact same sentence without it. Accordingly, we determine that the circuit court’s consideration of COMPAS in this case did not violate Loomis’s due process rights.”
The court also required that judges receiving COMPAS assessments be advised in writing of the assessments’ limitations and of concerns that have been raised about them. The opinion explicitly leaves open additional lines of attack that Loomis did not raise. While the case was pending, Wisconsin stopped including COMPAS assessments in presentencing reports. Three years passed between Loomis’s initial sentencing and the Wisconsin Supreme Court’s ruling in the case. If other defendants challenge the use of COMPAS in sentencing in the future, the state may again forbear from using COMPAS while those cases are pending. That could translate into significant stretches of time during which the state does not use COMPAS. Combined, these restrictions and limitations may render greater algorithmic transparency a necessity as a practical matter.

This logic leads to a troubling paradox. On the one hand, if the use of a proprietary risk assessment tool at sentencing is only appropriate when the same sentencing decision would be reached without it, this suggests that the risk assessment plays absolutely no role in probation or sentencing decisions. If that is the case, then why use it at all? If, on the other hand, it may have a potential impact—despite the Wisconsin court’s assertion to the contrary—then the due process question can’t be pushed aside.


333. Loomis, 881 N.W.2d at 769-70.

[Boren was] a case where the United States Supreme Court concluded that an Oklahoma law that prohibited the sale of 3.2% beer to men under the age 21 and to women under the age of 18 violated the [E]qual [P]rotection [C]lause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court explained that although state officials offered sociological or empirical justifications for the gender-based difference in the law, “the principles embodied in the Equal Protection Clause are not to be rendered inapplicable by statistically measured but loose-fitting generalities concerning the drinking tendencies of aggregate groups.”

Id. at 766. The court then noted that because Loomis had raised a due process argument instead of an equal protection argument, the court need not decide the equal protection question. Id.; see also Starr, supra note 277, at 803 (arguing that the use of certain actuarial recidivism risk prediction instruments violates the Equal Protection Clause).

335. Angwin et al., supra note 83.

336. Loomis was sentenced on August 12, 2013, and the Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled on July 13, 2016. See Loomis, 881 N.W.2d at 749; Brief of Defendant-Appellant, at 2, Loomis, 881 N.W.2d 749 (No. 2015AP000157).

There are many other examples of regulated parties’ information rights colliding with private parties’ desires for secrecy regarding their proprietary algorithms. For instance, criminal defendants have challenged the admissibility of DNA identifications on the ground that the government did not provide the source code of the software that made the DNA match. Such arguments have sometimes proven successful. In another instance, the Arkansas Department of Human Services attempted to start allocating care to beneficiaries based on algorithmic assessments. Beneficiaries who were losing care sued the state, alleging that their right to due process had been violated (“Arkansas DHS Litigation”), and won. A similar story played out in Idaho.

But even the concept of transparency is tricky when it comes to algorithms. Most citizens understand neither the advanced mathematical techniques underlying machine learning algorithms, nor the source code implementing them. Thus, most people will have a difficult time grasping the mechanics of how an algorithm operates, even if the underlying source code is disclosed. The Arkansas DHS Litigation provides a stark and almost comic example: The software Arkansas used to assign care was designed


339. See, e.g., Matthew Shaer, The False Promise of DNA Testing, ATLANTIC (June 2016), [https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/06/a-reasonable-doubt/480747/] (describing one judge’s ruling that particular DNA profiling evidence was inadmissible).


by a nonprofit coalition called InterRAI. At one point, plaintiffs called in Brant Fries, president of InterRAI, to testify about how the algorithm worked. Plaintiffs’ counsel asked Fries to apply the algorithm to one of the plaintiffs to demonstrate how it worked. At that point, Fries realized that the wrong calculation had been conducted, and the state agreed to restore that plaintiff’s pre-algorithm level of care. As plaintiffs’ counsel summarized the situation:

Of course we’re gratified that DHS has reported the error and certainly happy that it’s been found, but that almost proves the point of the case… There’s this immensely complex system around which no standards have been published, so that no one in their agency caught it until we initiated federal litigation and spent hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars to get here today.

As challenging as it can be to understand a complicated algorithm’s nuts and bolts, understanding its full implications is even harder. For example, COMPAS does not consider a defendant’s race directly, but it does consider factors that correlate with race.

346. Lecher, supra note 340.
347. Id.
348. Id.
349. Id.
350. Id.
351. See, e.g., Ruha Benjamin, Assessing Risk, Automating Racism, 366 SCIENCE 421, 421 (2019); Ziad Obermeyer, Brian Powers, Christine Vogeli & Sendhil Mullainathan, Dissecting Racial Bias in an Algorithm Used to Manage the Health of Populations, 366 SCIENCE 447, 447 (2019) (finding that a commonly used commercial algorithm discriminates against Black patients because it uses patient care costs as a proxy for health needs; because less money is spent on Black patients’ healthcare than on white patients with comparable health needs, reliance on spending as a proxy “reduces the number of Black patients identified for extra care” from 46.5 percent to 17.7 percent); Kleinberg et al., supra note 286, at 114 (“[A]lgorithms are not decipherable—one cannot determine what an algorithm will do by reading the underlying code. This is more than a cognitive limitation; it is a mathematical impossibility. To know what an algorithm will do, one must run it.”).
352. See, e.g., Sam Corbett-Davies, Emma Pierson, Avi Feller & Sharad Goel, A Computer Program Used for Bail and Sentencing Decisions Was Labeled Biased Against Blacks. It’s Actually Not That Clear., WASH. POST (Oct. 17, 2016, 5:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/10/17/can-an-algorithm-be-racist-our-analysis-is-more-cautious-than-propublicas/ [https://perma.cc/GGM3-BDHC] (“While Northpointe’s algorithm does not use race directly, many attributes that predict reoffending nonetheless vary by race. For example, black defendants are more likely to have prior arrests, and because prior arrests
One might therefore wonder whether the software discriminates against certain defendants based on their race. ProPublica judged that it does: it analyzed the COMPAS risk assessment scores for over seven thousand people arrested in Broward County, Florida, and concluded that COMPAS discriminates against Black defendants. ProPublica found that Black defendants were more likely to be mischaracterized as having a high risk of re-offending, while white defendants were more likely to be mischaracterized as having a low risk of reoffending. See Angwin et al., supra note 83. ProPublica found that Black defendants were more likely to be mischaracterized as having a high risk of re-offending, while white defendants were more likely to be mischaracterized as having a low risk of reoffending. Id.; Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu, Lauren Kirchner & Julia Angwin, How We Analyzed the COMPAS Recidivism Algorithm, ProPUBLICA (May 23, 2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/how-we-analyzed-the-compas-recidivism-algorithm [https://perma.cc/AQ4W-Q2GQ].

Northpointe, Inc., the company that owns COMPAS, disputes ProPublica’s findings, and other researchers have predict reoffending, the algorithm flags more black defendants as high risk even though it does not use race in the classification.

353. See Angwin et al., supra note 83. ProPublica found that Black defendants were more likely to be mischaracterized as having a high risk of re-offending, while white defendants were more likely to be mischaracterized as having a low risk of reoffending. Id.; Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu, Lauren Kirchner & Julia Angwin, How We Analyzed the COMPAS Recidivism Algorithm, ProPUBLICA (May 23, 2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/how-we-analyzed-the-compas-recidivism-algorithm [https://perma.cc/AQ4W-Q2GQ].

weighed in on the topic.\textsuperscript{355} COMPAS continues to be widely used, but its use remains controversial.\textsuperscript{356}

\textbf{E. Regulatory Conservatism}

The problems of information, regulatory authority, and transparency all feed into each other: If the transportation authority’s inscrutable algorithm can levy fines or impose arbitrary delays based on its assessment of travel patterns, regulated parties will likely want to limit the information that the algorithm can access. Similarly, if the transportation authority can access vast amounts of personal information, people are likely to want strong restrictions on the purposes for which it can use that information and the actions it can take. These effects limit regulators’ ability to create incentive-compatible systems and thus personalized law’s ability to match factual scenarios to legal outcomes.

The complicated sociopolitical landscape surrounding personalized law may make officials wary about taking actions that may prove unpopular.\textsuperscript{357} Because power in the United States is


\textsuperscript{356} See, e.g., Tashea, supra note 314; Julia Dressel & Hany Farid, The Accuracy, Fairness, and Limits of Predicting Recidivism, 4 SCI. ADVANCES 1, 1 (2018).

\textsuperscript{357} One additional complication is that this landscape may shift over time, further
disseminated and exercised through a multilayered structure, concerns at each layer about staying within socially approved boundaries can compound: Elected officials may limit agencies’ power, or grant agencies power using vague, qualified language.\footnote{358} Regulatory agencies may be wary of testing the vague boundaries of their powers and may confine their actions to what they consider safer legal and political ground.\footnote{359} This dynamic can also play out within the hierarchy of an agency.\footnote{360} These repeated iterations of caution in the face of uncertainty can significantly reduce the sphere in which regulators ultimately operate.

Regulators know that if they do overstep, they run the risk of provoking a backlash. A backlash can take many forms and may manifest on a different front than the one on which regulators overstepped. For example, suppose a regulator is considering whether to make law more personalized by incorporating new data into a legal rule. If that action proves unpopular, how might society respond? It might eliminate the regulator’s access to that type of data entirely. It might take a particular enforcement tool out of the regulator’s hands; it might prohibit the regulator from issuing fines above a certain level or from garnishing wages.\footnote{361} It might require the regulator to meet higher procedural or transparency hurdles before taking enforcement action.\footnote{362} It could impose many other measures as well, alone or in combination. The wide range of possible societal responses increases regulators’ uncertainty about the consequences of potentially controversial actions. This uncertainty can encourage regulators to be conservative when designing

\footnote{358. See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(2) (“empower[ing] and direct[ing the FTC] to prevent ... [the use of] unfair methods of competition ... and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce”); I.R.C. § 7611 (imposing limitations on the IRS’s ability to audit churches, including requiring the approval of an IRS regional commissioner or higher to begin an inquiry); I.R.C. § 5000A(g) (limiting the tools available to the IRS to enforce the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act’s requirement that individuals carry insurance); see also Jordan M. Barry & Bryan T. Camp, Is the Individual Mandate Really Mandatory?, 135 TAX NOTES 1633, 1633, 1642 (2012) (arguing that restrictions on the IRS’s ability to collect the penalty make the individual mandate nonmandatory for many taxpayers).

\footnote{359. Cf. Pollman & Barry, supra note 217, at 410-24 (discussing how businesses can take the opposite approach).


\footnote{361. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 5000A(g).

\footnote{362. See, e.g., id. § 7611 (imposing new procedural requirements on audits of churches).}
personalized laws or policing gamesmanship, thereby limiting how personalized the law will be.

Finally, regulators will face uncertainty regarding how regulated parties will react to personalized laws. Regulated parties have frequently used rules in ways that policymakers did not anticipate or desire. This history may push regulators toward caution and incrementalism. Regulators may feel even more cautious when legal rules are the result of a multidimensional, big data modeling algorithm that no single individual may fully understand. This may encourage regulators to be more conservative when designing personalized laws, making the laws less personalized and more like conventional legal systems.

CONCLUSION

When a regulator issues a rule, it can be tempting to see that as the end of the story. But it is not. It is just one piece of a continuing interaction. Regulated parties react to the rule, changing their behavior. Some of those changes will be the ones regulators desired. Others may be unexpected, and may necessitate further responses from the regulator, continuing the back-and-forth cycle. Desired or not, expected or not, these changes constitute a significant part of the rule’s real-world effects.

This dynamic between regulators and regulated parties applies with respect to personalized laws, just as it does in more conventional regulatory settings. In fact, with more varied legal rules tailored to more finely classified circumstances, regulated parties’ responses may become much more important in the context of personalized law.

363. Modern data science techniques may give additional insight into this question. Still, even when regulators think they know how regulated parties will react to personalized laws, it will be difficult to know for sure.


365. See Barry & Caron, supra note 81, at 73-74.
The fact that regulated parties will react to regulation does not mean that regulators cannot implement personalized laws or that doing so will produce no benefits. To the contrary, personalized law holds substantial promise and may mark a major step forward in law’s long evolution.

But regulated parties’ reactions to regulation—in particular, muddling data, signaling, and moral hazard—will complicate and limit personalized law. Concerns about misjudging regulated parties’ reactions, and about increasing regulated parties’ incentives to change their legal treatment, will push regulators toward adopting a lesser degree of personalization.

All of the issues described in this Article can be managed to varying degrees, but they cannot be fully overcome. No matter how good technology gets, we should never expect law to perfectly match outcomes to circumstances. Regulated parties’ responses to laws—even personalized ones—will always prevent regulators from achieving the utopia that some envision. Personalized law may be “the future of law,” but it is no panacea.

366. Casey & Niblett, supra note 1, at 1402.